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Dear Herman,

(*1) You mailed a packet of your articles to my daughter Heidi recently. She phoned me to ask about it. She wanted to know what your message was, as all she got from it was criticism of leaders.

(*2) I asked you that years ago, you tell us of the weaknesses of our leaders and the changes they made in Ellen Whites writings but you have no message of hope, no, "This is the way, walk ye in it".

(*3) We know our leaders are sinners and we know everyone we elect is a sinner. Their sins are not as blatant as Abrahams or Davids or Solomons or Jacobs but we know eternal life is a gift of God, Jesus offers it but we must humble ourselves and ask Him to wash us, to impute or impart His righteousness to us.

(*4) I pointed out to you "Steps to Christ", page 62, but you brushed it off as being pentecostal but you can't do that. The whole chapter deals with Discipleship and was written later in her life. She plainly says Adam, before the fall, could have, but "we cannot make ourselves righteous, we cannot perfectly obey the holy law."

(*5) Accept Him as your saviour, Herman. Forget the sins of others, see to your own salvation before it is too late.

I look back at the talks we had in our youth and how I enjoyed being with you. I recall you cutting off the poplars in the S.E. corner of the home quarter and your singing.
IN REPLY TO SECTION (*1)

(1) Considering your YEARS of LAODICEAN PREEMINENCE - DID HEIDI ACTUALLY SAY THAT or are you trying to "FINISH ME OFF!" by INVENTING that she said that-???

IF THERE IS A TRUTH - AND YOUR LEADERS ARE GUILTY OF PUSHING "...the WORLD TO THE FRONT!" TM 270. And we go along with "THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY!" to point out WHERE and WHY and HOW they will go from the ALPHA to the OMEGA of "APOSTASY!" Is "ALL YOU GET FROM IT!" is "CRITICISM!" What you really mean is YOU WILL AVOID TROUBLE by LETTING IT HAPPEN as far as YOU ARE CONCERNED - because you DO NOT BELIEVE the SOP-??? And you couldn't care BEANS what happens to the CHURCH-??? Let them "GO TO HELL!" as far as YOU are concerned. It will NOT be YOU that will take on the task of WARNING THEM and thus SAVE-THEIR-SOUL! (At least some of them, and what if it is ONLY ONE-???) Wouldn't that be SOME-THING-!!! To have a BURDEN for SOULS-??? Or only a BURDEN for "SELF-!!!" Not only will you NOT DO IT - but CRUCIFY one who IS-DOING-IT-!!! You are written in Heaven as a "COWARD!" T5:136. Or should we rather apply T8:250 or rather read from the FIRST OF THAT CHAPTER-??? p.247 to 251. How GLAD WE ARE TO KNOW THIS! And NOT be FOOLLED-BY-THEM-!!! Not be FOOLED by that LAODICEAN TRASH-!!!

*6* I want to be with you in the world made new. It says Noah, David and Daniel could not save anyone but themselves so I will continue to pray but "Give yourself to Him, accept Him as your saviour". Let Him be the judge of others and pray for our leaders. They need our prayers.

We love you.
"CRITICISM OF LEADERS!" This is the "BUG-A-BOO!" - is it? THE ADVENTIST "UNPARDONABLE SIN - !!!" Do you know - this is the VERY OPPOSITE of "THE TRUTH - !!!" THE TRUTH IS: And there are easily 1,000 REFERENCES in BIBLE and TESTIMONIES that the GREATEST THREAT TO SALVATION - is "LEADERS!"

"AND NOW, O YE PRIESTS, THIS COMMANDMENT IS FOR YOU...I WILL CURSE YOUR BLESSINGS: YEA, I HAVE CURSED THEM ALREADY...I WILL...SPREAD DUNG UPON YOUR FACES, EVEN THE DUNG OF YOUR SOLEMN FEASTS..." MALACHI 2:1,2. "YE HAVE WEARIED THE LORD WITH YOUR WORDS! YET YE SAY, WHEREIN HAVE WE WEARIED HIM - ??? When ye say, every one that DOETH EVIL is "GOOD!" in the sight of the Lord, and He DELIGHTETH IN THEM: or, Where is the GOD OF JUDGMENT?" (READ ON!) MALACHI 2:17.

ELDER ANDREASON - THE AUTHORITY ON THE SANCTUARY said: There ALWAYS has been a FIGHT - between the PRIESTS and the PROPHETS of the Church! The PRIESTS will ALLOW what the PROPHETS will NOT ALLOW - !!! THE PRIESTS had the AUTHORITY IN THE CHURCH - they kept the PROPHETS OUT! The PROPHETS could only come to the GATE. The BEST they could do, as the HAUGHTY and PROUD PEOPLE swept by in their FINERY - the most the PROPHETS could do was to say: "TRUST YE NOT IN LYING WORDS, SAYING, THE TEMPLE OF THE LORD, THE TEMPLE OF THE LORD, THE TEMPLE OF THE LORD, ARE THESE!" JER. 7:4. PK 413. COL 292, 295-6. "Is not "THE CHURCH" OF TODAY DOING THE SAME THING?" COL 303. T4:535. T5:486.

THE TEMPLE OF THE LORD ARE THESE...

In "MY FIRST VISION" that NAMES of the 144,000 were en-graved in "LETTERS OF GOLD!" EW 19,30. NO ONE DARED ENTER THAT "TEMPLE!" but the 144,000. BUT DO NOT TRUST THE LIARS THAT HAVE CONTROL OF THIS CHURCH - with the "LYING WORDS!" that these are: "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS!" As ADVENTISTS - SHEPHERD'S RODS - AWAKENERS - and about ALL "OFF-SHOOTS!" CLAIM - !!! TRUST YE NOT IN THESE "LYING WORDS!" You are NOT to say WHO they are - for you
DO—NOT—KNOW no matter how LONG and how LOUD they
CLAIM it is "THEM!" Trust ye NOT in those "LYING WORDS!"
VERY SELDOM the Lord emphasizes something to REPEAT IT
THREE TIMES ---!!! And they do not get it! Do not believe it!
They "TRUST!" in "LYING WORDS!" WHAT IS MORE — the
"NAMES!" in the "TEMPLE!" in "LETTERS OF GOLD!" are found
ONLY under: "PHILADELPHIA!" They are a "PILLAR!" in the
"TEMPLE!" (THE BIBLE:) Rev. 3:12. (THE TESTIMONIES:) EW
19,30.

WOULD YOU LIKE TO DARE TO DENY THIS JUST

TO GO ALONG WITH LAODICEAN — SHEPHERD'S ROD —
AWAKENING "TRADITION!" HORY WITH AGE — ??? "THE CON-
TEST is between the "COMMANDMENTS OF GOD!" and the
"COMMANDMENTS OF MEN!" In this TIME the "GOLD!" will be
"SEPARATED!" from the "DROSS!" in THE CHURCH — !!!
(LEAVING WHAT?) T5:81. THE SAME BOOK TELLS US THE
"DROSS!" TAKES OVER AND THE "GOLD!" IS GONE! T5:211.
"ALL PERISH TOGETHER!" (SAME.) "...THE GOLD WILL BE
SEPARATED FROM THE DROSS IN THE CHURCH!" T5:81. ANY
DECENT AND HONEST PERSON CAN UNDERSTAND THIS UNLESS
HE GOES BY THE "ADVENTIST DICTIONARY!" If you do not
understand this — ask OLLIE to ask a CLASS of "5 YEAR
OLDS!" They would know what it means for "GOLD!" to
"SEPARATE FROM!" the DROSS in the CHURCH. But to BE-
LIEVE this you MUST BELIEVE:

"EVERY WIND OF DOCTRINE WILL BE BLOWING...

IN THE LAST SOLEMN WORK — FEW "GREAT MEN!" will be
engaged. THEY are SELF-SUFFICIENT, INDEPENDENT (Who did
you say was "INDEPENDENT?") INDEPENDENT of God, and HE—
CANNOT—USE—THEM...IN THE "SHAKING, TESTING TIME!"...There
are PRECIOUS ONES NOW HIDDEN, who have NOT BOWED the
knee to "BAAL!"...When TREES without FRUIT are "CUT
DOWN!"...THEN the HIDDEN ONES will be revealed to view...
Those who have been TIMID and SELF-DISTRUSTFUL...will be as
DAVID!" T5:80-1.

FIRST OF ALL — !!! (ANN DeMICHAEL-HOEHN:)

"Then JESUS said unto them, TAKE HEED and BEWARE of the
LEAVEN of the PHARISEES and of the SADDAUCEES!" MATT.
16:6,11,12. "...He began to say unto His DISCIPLES—FIRST-OF—
ALL! "BEWARE ye of the LEAVEN of the PHARISEES, which is HYPOCRISY!" LUKE 12:1. "The GLORIFICATION of THEMSELVES was the OBJECT of their LIVES!" DA 408,415.

IN REPLY TO SECTION (*2)

DID YOU NEVER LEARN - or rather DIE than ADMIT IT - ??? ADMIT WHAT - ??? ADMIT that if you EXPOSE the ERROR - you AUTOMATICALLY LAY BARE - the "TRUTH" - !!! You CANNOT do the ONE without doing the OTHER - !!!

2nd REPLY TO SECTION (*2)

WHAT IS YOUR IDEA OF "A MESSAGE OF HOPE - ???" TELL THEM THEY ARE "SAVED - !!!" As you have done. You and your Leaders. (THE WORLD DOES THE SAME!) "Because with LIES ye have made the heart of the RIGHTEOUS SAD, whom I have NOT MADE SAD; and STRENGTHENED THE HANDS OF THE WICKED - that he should NOT return from his WICKED WAY, by PROMISING HIM "LIFE" THEREFORE...I will deliver MY PEOPLE out of your hand..." EZEKIEL 13:22-3. "...THEY have SEDUCED MY PEOPLE, SAYING, "PEACE!" and there was NO "PEACE!" EZEKIEL 13:10. SHAME ON YOU - !!!

IN REPLY TO SECTION (*3)

"We know our leaders are SINNERS..." You have missed the point by a country mile. WHO DOES NOT KNOW THAT EVERY-ONE IS A "SINNER - ???" GC 473 (302.) ("OUR PEOPLE LOOK UP THE REFERENCES - and so they are ARMED and READY. They are INFORMED. But if you PROUD LAODICEWS are too BIGGITY to look up ANYTHING that a HATED "SECT!" refers to - for FEAR that you JUST MIGHT believe a POINT. (WHAT A TRAGEDY!) Then go your SNOBBISH WAY - and REMAIN in "LAODICEAN DARKNESS!...IMPENETRABLE!" COL 414 (423).

2nd REPLY TO SECTION (*3)

"We know everyone we ELECT..." THAT IS THE POINT - !!! THIS SNOBBISH CULT DO NOT HAVE HONEST "ELECTIONS!" Like in a DEMOCRACY! They have what "THEY CALL!" "NOMINATING COMMITTEES!" They do not seem to do ANY-THING HONESTLY! That is NO "NOMINATING COMMITTEE!" That is an "ELECTION COMMITTEE!" - just like under ROMANISM
and COMMUNISM! So in "ADVENTISM!" Even BEFORE they know WHO IT IS - when they see the PUFF OF SMOKE - they "CHEER!"

So what are you talking about: "We know everyone we ELECT..." Do you sit with the HOLY "CURIA ROMANA - ???" To elect our LEADERS - so they will FOR SURE belong to the POISON-DRUG and LEGALIZED DOPE-PEDDLERS UNION - ??? So that MORE DOPE-ADDICTS are found in a 50-MILE RADIUS OF "LOMA LINDA!" than anywhere else in the WORLD - ??? And if you and your HIERARCHY had your way - you would NEVER-CHANGE-THAT-!!! Like OLD NICHOLS would go around the WORLD just before the GENERAL CONFERENCE SESSION just to make DOUBLY SURE that NO "DISSIDENT" would by ANY CHANCE get on the BOARD of this CLOSED-SHOP UNION! Don't come to us talking about "ELECTIONS!" MAFIA-TYPE "BLACK-HAND GANG!" (Remember how that JEWISH LADY told MOTHER the "BLACK-HAND GANG" put a BLACK-HAND on her PILLOW - ???) and she slightly "DISAPPEARED?" MANY OF US WOULD "DISAPPEAR" ALSO IF THE LORD WOULD NOT PROTECT US - !!! NICHOLS THREATENED ME - I took 3 MONTHS to REPLY to the SWINE - and about the time for him to get my letter - he got so KILLING MAD he RUPTURED HIS "AORTA!" GOOD RIDDANCE! Try not to RUPTURE YOURS!

3rd REPLY TO SECTION (*3)

So your LEADERS are BETTER than: "ABRAHAM" - "DAVID" - "SOLOMON" - o- "JACOBI!" And "SALVATION!" with the CHURCHES OF "BABYLON!" is by a WISH and a PRAYER - ??? Nothing we can DO-DO-DO-???

REPLY TO SECTION (*4)

I replied to this in "THE SIGNS OF THE TIMES" - PUBLICATION NO. 676, MAY 15, 1991. And we are MAILING IT OUT NOW THE SECOND TIME. I would have liked THIS to go with THAT - but I am afraid they will go SEPARATE. ANYWAY the PAGES that I took to REPLY to YOUR SECTION (4) is 31 (WHERE I MENTION YOU) 31,38,39,40,41,57,58,59,60 - TO THE END!
IN REPLY TO SECTION (*5)

Of course you intend this to be an OPEN INSULT. Which the "I AM SAVED—HOLY—SINLESS!" CULT is doing right along. They are the "LORD HEE-HAWS!" ABOVE and SUPERIOR to us COMMON TRASH — !!! They WALK it — they TALK it — they SHOW it — !!! We have to walk on the other side of the street when we see one of these HOLY DIVINES COMING — would you believe a SNOT-NOSED ADVENTIST ACTUALLY TOLD ME TO DO THAT—!!! LIKE IN INDIA — MY SHADOW SHOULD NOT CROSS OVER HIM — !!! "SEE TO YOUR OWN SINS, BROTHER!" FOR YEARS they peddled that DEPRECIATING SLUR. (I see that p.45 of a REPRINT that will soon follow, the Lord willing.) ANSWERS THAT SO YOU or any who will receive these papers — will be able to EVALUATE that LAODICEAN SLUR!

☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆

WE ARE TO STOP OBEYING THE LORD — TO BE SEALED — TR:267. RH 2:49 — "SHOW THEM ALL THEIR ABOMINATIONS!" "MARK THIS POINT WITH CARE!" It actually says: "ALL THE ABOMINATIONS THAT BE DONE IN THE CHURCH!" T3:267. And EZEKIEL 9...But YOU would STOP THAT — WOULDN'T YOU? YOU AND YOUR "ILK!" You say "HERMAN! YOU ARE USING LANGUAGE!" You do not know that I obtained that from YOUR LEADERS — the SURPRISE is that I throw it RIGHT BACK — !!! And the INSUFFERABLE BIGOTS cannot understand that — AT ALL — !!! NO ONE ELSE EVER HAD THE NERVE TO DO THAT—!!! "WOLVES IN SHEEP'S CLOTHING!" "SATAN IS THE ACCUSER OF THE BRETHREN!" They can HURL these INSULTS OUR WAY — but we are NOT-TO-REPLY—!!! This is where we spent YEARS proving — WHO or WHAT is a "WOLF IN SHEEP'S CLOTHING?" if we are to have the TRUTH of that matter. "...as WOLVES hunting their prey did the ENEMIES of TRUTH pursue those who DARED to claim FREEDOM of RELIGIOUS FAITH!" GC 67 (72). "BEWARE of FALSE PROPHETS...they are RAVENING WOLVES..." We need to know FOR OURSELVES what "VOICE" we are HEEDING...!" Ev. 598,600. MB 145 (208-9).

"The FACTS concerning the REAL CONDITION of the "PROFESSED PEOPLE OF GOD!" speak more LOUDLY than their PROFESSION, and make it EVIDENT that some POWER has CUT THE CABLE that ANCHORED them to the ETERNAL ROCK, and that they are DRIFTING AWAY TO SEA, without CHART or COMPASS!" RH July 24, 1888. CH 38. COR 36. (BUT YOU DENY ALL THAT?) SHAME-ON-YOU—!!! YOUR FORMULA for
being SAVED — is "FORGET THE SINS OF OTHERS!" You DID NOT FORGET them when that "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST: EVANGELIST CONVINCED YOU BECAUSE OF THE SINS of the OTHER CHURCHES - GIVE THEM UP! BE CONVERTED! JOIN THE SDA CHURCH! What kind of a HOLY MESS this would be if we "FORGET THE SINS!" and try to be "FRIENDS OF ALL!" GUS - THE GREAT DIPLOMAT!" We believe this: (One of ANN’S FAVORITE REFERENCES!) "THE ANGEL is to place a "MARK!" upon the FOREHEAD of ALL who are SEPARATED from SIN and SINNERS, and the DESTROYING ANGEL is to FOLLOW, to SLAY UTTERLY BOTH OLD AND YOUNG!" T5:505. RH 2:255. DA 152. SG 2:201. (And 100 MORE-!!!) "FALSEHOOD must be UNMASKED!" Ev. 625.

IN REPLY TO SECTION (*6)

"Let HIM be the JUDGE OF OTHERS!" This is the PLOY of all the CHURCHES OF BABYLON-!!! God wants HOPELESS DUMMIES in His Kingdom! NO REWARD for "STUDYING TO SHOW THYSELF APPROVED UNTO GOD!" I cannot imagine a MORE DISASTROUS SLOGAN - let alone PUT-IT-IN-PRINT-!!! NO WONDER GOD CALLS THE LAST CHURCH LEADERS: (IN "THE SEAL OF GOD" CHAPTER!)

"Here we see that "THE CHURCH!"...was the FIRST TO FEEL the STROKE of the WRATH of God. The ANCIENT MEN...THEY SAY..."HE IS TOO MERCIFUL TO VISIT HIS PEOPLE IN JUDGMENT!" Thus "PEACE and SAFETY!" is the CRY FROM...THES...DUMB DOGS that would not BARK...ALL-PERISH-TOGETHER!" T5:211. The ADVENTISTS put their BEST "PSYCHOLOGISTS!" to work - they put out a WHOLE BOOK to deny THAT PAGE-!!! But they can put out 10 BOOKS-!!! It will not CHANGE that ONE IOTA! If you are not afraid to READ it - and a DOZEN COMPANION REFERENCES that say the SAME THING! T1:198. T3:267. DA 635. RH 2:105; 5:171,238,242, 401. GC 656. TM 182,233,284,407,431-2. SPECIAL TM 153. (Series "A") T6:419. T8:250. T5:77,83,99,386,10,187,474-5, 505,511. LS 242.

GOING BACK TO SECTION (*3) AND (*6)

YOU YOURSELF WROTE ME — "WHAT IS THE SHEPHERD'S
ROD* TEACHING - I have been asked to sit on the Board and I do not know a THING about THEIR TEACHING! They wanted a Doctor that they could CONTROL - with HIGH ENOUGH QUALIFICATIONS - so that NO-OTHER-DOCTOR would DARE raise an objection because or "MEDICAL ETHICS!" LIKE THE "Mafia!" do not OBJECT to anyone in the "FAMILY!" ETHICS or LACK OF "ETHICS!" DR. RUE KNEW ABOUT THIS! Obviously you DID NOT go by my EVALUATION because I told you "THE CHURCH!" was FIRST to deny "MY FIRST VISION!" and the HOUTEFF CULT merely AGREED with the CHURCH. And LATER came up with a THOUSAND MODIFICATIONS. YOU CHOSE TO STAY WITH "EARLY HOUTEFF!" As do the MAJORITY. Did no one ever tell you that "THE MAJORITY!" is ALWAYS WRONG? T5:136. When we bring THAT one up at our MEETINGS - certain ones are NOT SEEN NEXT DAY - !!! Does that STOP us? NO! WE DEVELOP THAT THEME STRONGER THAN EVER! You chose the HOUTEFF ROUTE. The Lord seems to be doing SOMETHING to help us now - may be RICH ORE in the EXPLORATION "MINING!" No, we are NOT DOWN AND OUT - YET!

Now we go from replying to "sections"

of your LETTER to a GENERAL OVERALL COVERAGE that I had WRITTEN BEFORE I decided to take you on - STEP by STEP. There are only "TWO CLASSES!" Do you ENCOURAGE the "KEEPING OF THE LAW!" COL 283. Or do you pour ICE WATER down their NECK as you do in SECTION (*4) - ??? Actually FOR A TIME there are "3 CLASSES!" SM 1:180. MANY CLASSES! GC 464. Before they settle down to 2 MAIN CLASSES! THAT SAME CHAPTER TELLS US WHAT THE WRONG CLASS WILL BE TEACHING. LIKE TO LOOK IT UP - ??? GC 471-3. (2 CLASSES!) SM 2:55, 107, 383, 385, 388, 392-5. AA 102, 129, 145, 378. RH 5:341. SPECIAL TM 63,312. ED. 79. COL 186, 190. SERIES "A" 63,312,318.

Before we leave "sections!"

IN SECTION (*2) - you OPENLY SNEER at "CHANGES!" in the Books - a Study in FUTILITY - ???

Changes in the books - hundreds are interested

in the GALL of the "FROOMS" THAT DID THAT - !!! And END UP
where you ended up - CANNOT KEEP THE LAW - so He has to "GIVE!" us a "CHARACTER!" as a "GIFT!" You did not quote the STRONGEST REFERENCE to prove THAT - !! FROOM WROTE "CHRIST OUR RIGHTEOUSNESS!" so DANIELS could SIGN HIS NAME TO IT! THERE you will find that the MESSAGE of SATAN IN HEAVEN - the "LAW!" CANNOT BE KEPT! SCATTERED THROUGHOUT THAT BOOK - SABASTIAN BEGUILE FROOM - took them all by CHOPPING UP ONE REFERENCE-!!! You should ask in AMAZEMENT - how did the Lord lead me to DISCOVER THIS - ??? I DREW A SNAKE ON EACH PAGE WHERE FROOM CHOSE TO GIVE HIS SATANIC DOCTRINE - every time he refers to "R&H NOV. 4, 1890: It is so EASY NOW that we dug it out - to see the SNAKE EVERY TIME HE QUOTES FROM R&H NOV. 4, 1890:


AN EXAMPLE - ???

"THE LAW demands RIGHTEOUSNESS, and this the SINNER OWES to the LAW, but he is INCAPABLE of rendering it." R&H Nov. 4, 1890 (That is the FULL and COMPLETE STATEMENT as FROOM-DANIELS QUOTED it in their book - COR 116.)

DO I NEED TO TELL A "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST" -

that this is WHAT SATAN SAID IN HEAVEN as the basis of his REBELLION-?? It is not enough that I remind you of it - without "PROVING" it? But this GENERATION is so far FALLEN that it is NOT ENOUGH to SAY it - but we must "DOCUMENT IT!"

ALRIGHT - HERE IT IS:

"They had learned the LESSON of GENUINE REBELLION against the UNCHANGEABLE LAW OF GOD, and this is INCURABLE... SATAN was WARNING against the LAW-OF-GOD...SATAN grew BOLD in HIS REBELLION, and expressed his CONTEMPT of the CREATOR'S LAW...and that to ABOLISH LAW was one great object of his standing as he did...THEN THERE WAS WAR IN HEAVEN!" SOP 1:21-3. 1870.

ELLEN WHITE TAKES THE SIDE OF SATAN:

"The LAW demands RIGHTEOUSNESS, and this the sinner OWES to the LAW; but he is INCAPABLE OF RENDERING IT! COR 116. R&H Nov. 4, 1890.

- 10 -
SO ALSO SAYS GUS H. HOEHN, M.D.
FELLOW, AMERICAN ACADEMY OF DERMATOLOGY

"...WE CANNOT PERFECTLY OBEY THE HOLY LAW!" (SECTION 4 - MAY 5, 1993 LETTER.)

ROBERT DANIEL BRINSMEAD - "ETERNAL PURPOSE" (1959)

THE AUSTRALIAN AWAKENING – THE GREATEST "DOUBLE-TALKERS" OF ALL TIME – SPEAKING BOTH WAYS – ALL THREE!

BUT IF HE MEANT OTHERWISE – WHY DID HE SAY: "NO MAN CAN KEEP GOD’S LAW IN EGYPT!" p.30. "It is TRUE that the LAW OF GOD presents man with a STANDARD of RIGHTEOUSNESS to which he CANNOT ATTAIN!" p.43. (MOUTHING BOTH WAYS AND THEN:) "It was tantamount of His saying that it was IMPOSSIBLE for man to keep the COMMANDMENTS OF GOD!" p.44. "AND MOUNT SINAI...The purpose of this awful PROCLAMATION was to PROVE the people. It was His purpose (GOD’S ETERNAL PURPOSE!) to convince the people of SIN, in order that they would UTTERLY DESPAIR OF being able to keep GOD’S HOLY LAW!...The people response, both BEFORE and AFTER the spoken COMMANDMENTS, to keep the LAW OF GOD, was RIGHT in itself: but it was a TOTALLY IMPOTENT PROMISE ...It is an OLD COVENANT YOKE OF BONDAGE!..."THE LAW WORKETH WRATH." Romans 4:15. They can EXTRACT NOTHING from the LAW but WRATH and CONDEMNATION." p.46-7. (He forgot ROMANS 8:7.) "...the only thing that any man can EXTRACT from the LAW is WRATH, CONDEMNATION AND DEATH. For this reason PAUL states that "as many as are of the WORKS OF THE LAW are under a CURSE!" p.48. "ISRAEL is NOT offered a way of RIGHTEOUSNESS THROUGH THE LAW!" p.48.

(SEE p.49 then COMPARE this CLATTERING OF HUMAN LIPS WITH RH 3:261; 4:337; 6:388; 1:288,575. PK 193. MB 84. PP 373. SM 1:212. EW 66. PP 1365,370. MB 84. ED. 76.)

(MORE CLATTERING!) "At SINAI Israel entered the OLD COVENANT relationship with God; but the Lord, knowing its utter WORTHLESSNESS..." p.56. (See SM 1:232,238.)
not knowing if they were COMING or GOING. BEWILDERED. UNSTABLE. MESMERIZED. THEOLOGICALLY DRUNK. FROM/DANIELS REFERENCE TO R&H NOV. 4, 1890, in 1941 or BEFORE. The FIRST WE SAW OF MORE than was shown in COR was in SM 1:367-8 but they DID NOT TELL us that was from R&H NOV. 4, 1890. We had to discover this ALL BY OURSELVES-!!! Until we had the FULL TEXT when we obtained the SIX BIG R&H BOOKS - but by THAT TIME they had ACCEPTED the FROM/DANIELS VERSION and it had become MIND-LOCKED as a "TRADITION!" IMPOSSIBLE for most of them to CHANGE. Just like GUSTAVE H. HOEHN, M.D. - would FIGHT to the DEATH to UPHOLD his "LEADERS!" HOUTEFF and the AUSTRALIAN "AWAKENING!" did the SAME: "There must be PRAYERFUL STUDY and DETERMINED EFFORT on the part of ALL who shall WIN the CROWN-OF-LIFE!" SM 2:212.

"...they COULD OBEY the LAW OF GOD and be inexpressibly HAPPY, or DISOBEY, and LOSE their HIGH ESTATE, and be PLUNGED into HOPELESS DESPAIR!" SOP 1:33. "HE would do GREAT THINGS for them...ON CONDITION OF OBEDIENCE!" SOP 1:239. "...and showing MERCY unto THOUSANDS of them that LOVE ME and KEEP MY COMMANDMENTS!" SOP 1:236. ".we need to hear a GREAT DEAL MORE about "WORKS!" SM 1:383. 1890.

RUTH E. HOEHN WOULD GET A COLD -

then she would do two things. SWEAT IN BED - throw off the covers and lay naked. Get a DOUBLE COLD - called "FLU!" (INFLUENZA - ACUTE INFLAMMATION OF THE THROAT AND BRONCHI - SORE THROAT AND QUINSY-TONSILLITIS.) Then when she was in the WORST OF IT - she would do the WASH-ING - stand out on the platform in the corner of the house - NOTHING ON but a SWEATED NIGHTGOWN.

I WOULD BEG HER TO WAIT TILL THE GIRLS ARE HOME FROM SCHOOL - let them do it. OR WAIT A WEEK. No, it had to be done - NOW-!!! I often wondered that she lived through it. I think she was "SUICIDE-PRONE." She could
not be reasoned with. No way! Then, one time when she was about at her WORST - I took her to the HOSPITAL ON THE COAST - where GUS was a DOCTOR.

**OLLIE WAS THE HEAD NURSE**

She came to RUTH'S BED ONE DAY and asked her if she was "DRINKING A LOT OF WATER?" RUTH SAID she had "QUINSY!" She could HARDLY SWALLOW - no, she was not "DRINKING A LOT OF WATER!" OLLIE (GUS'S WIFE) said, you are taking a "LOT OF SULPHA! YOU HAVE TO DRINK A LOT OF WATER or you will BURN-YOUR-KIDNEYS-OUT! I KNOW-I-BURNT-OUT-ONE-OF-MINE!"

**THIS IS "MEDICAL PROFESSION!"**

TAKE LEMON TO MAKE YOU SWEAT - keep the COVERS ON-!!! GO TO THE SAUNA - take a few days more - use NATURAL METHODS - and actually be BETTER FOR IT - get rid of TOXINS.

BUT, NO! PUT MORE POISON IN THE FORM OF

"COAL TAR DRUGS!" "FORTUNATE!" THAT CHEMICAL GUS COULD GET "HARD-TO-GET" - SULPHA! LIKE "FLUORIDE!" before he knew what it could do to you! "Whoever turns from the LIGHT in one instance HARDENS his HEART to disregard the LIGHT upon OTHER MATTERS!" CDF 72. "His DISREGARD of HEALTH REFORM UNFITS HIM to stands as the LORD'S MESSENGER!" CDF 454. "SUICIDAL PRACTICES of those who ought to know better...ONE STEP in the WRONG DIRECTION prepares the way for ANOTHER!" CDF 123. "EVERY POISONOUS PREPARATION in the VEGETABLE and MINERAL KINGDOMS taken into the SYSTEM, WILL LEAVE its wretched INFLUENCE, affecting the LIVER and LUNGS (the great BLOOD-PURIFYING ORGANS) and DERANGING the system generally." SG 4:140. "These POISONOUS PREPARATIONS have DESTROYED their MILLIONS, and left SUFFERERS upon the Earth to LINGER out a MISERABLE EXISTENCE." SG 4:139.

"I WAS SHOWN THAT MORE DEATHS HAVE BEEN CAUSED

BY DRUG-TAKING than from ALL OTHER CAUSES COMBINED!" SG 4:133. "OUR PEOPLE ARE NOW BEING TESTED AS TO WHETHER THEY WILL OBTAIN THEIR WISDOM FROM THE
GREATEST TEACHER THE WORLD EVER KNEW, OR SEEK TO
THE GOD OF EKRON!" MM 61. "As I saw the DREADFUL FACT
that GOD'S PEOPLE were conformed to the World, with NO
DISTINCTION, except in "NAME!" T1:133. "...DRUGS DO NOT
CURE DISEASE...in most cases the DRUG only CHANGES the
FORM and LOCATION of the DISEASE!" MH 126. "...take a
MORE DEADLY POISON into the system, to remove a POISON-
ALREADY-THERE!" SG 3&4 (CENTER) 141. "...they may be
ASSURED that God will NOT ACCEPT their UNWORTHY OFFER-
ING any sooner than that of CAIN!" SG 3&4 (CENTER) 148.

THE FIRST THING I WROTE AGAINST - WAS DRUGS!

THOUSANDS OF COPIES WERE MADE AND WENT AROUND THE
WORLD!

THE SECOND THING I WROTE AGAINST - WAS WAR!

AS THE TWO GREATEST EVILS IN THE WORLD! I am to give
that up and unite with that DRUG-SHOT HARLOT OF T8:250-?
The NEXT PAGE says what to do about it! But these WORLD-
LOVING LAODIC-FAH ADDICTS - seem NEVER to give up - to
the LAST - they DEMAND US TO "GIVE UP!"

NICHOLS THREATENED ME WITH "LAW!"

He DIED on a VERY GOOD "FRIDAY!" JUST BEFORE HIS
"EASTER!" HE NEVER THREATENED ANYONE EVER AGAIN - !!!
But there are 200 WAITING IN THE WINGS - ready to take his
place! READY TO SELL THEIR SOUL TO THE DEVIL - !!!
"KANGAROO COURTS" and INFAMOUS "QUACKBUSTERS!"
holed up in LLU - supplied by the "CHURCH!" WRITTEN UP in
many HEALTH JOURNALS. Last one we saw was "HEALTH
FREEDOM NEWS!" p.11,12. MAUREEN SALAMAN gives a FOND
and TEARFUL "FAREWELL!" as she leaves her post as
PRESIDENT. p.4,5. I was going to print her wonderful
"MESSAGE!" of how she had to FACE the "WOLVES IN SHEEP'S
CLOTHING!" from the INSIDE of her own GROUP! How well we
know - how that feels - these "DECOYS OF SATAN!" and
AGENTS of the "CHURCH!" You are NOT SAFE with one of these
SLICKERS AROUND! They just WAIT for a CHANCE to
throw a MONKEY WRENCH into the WORKS! You can obtain
the "NATIONAL HEALTH FEDERATION MAGAZINE (NOW CALLED
"HEALTH FREEDOM NEWS") POB 688, MONROVIA, CA 91017.
#36.00 U.S. a year (U.S.A.); $48.00 U.S. outside U.S.A. You
could try to get them to START YOUR SUBSCRIPTION with APRIL 1993 or get it alone for $1.95 U.S. for that issue. (You will not think it is worth it - ???. Send it to us and we will pay you $2.00 for it. We do not expect to get ONE BACK!) See p.11,12 about SDA VICTOR HERBERT, M.D. J.D. INFAMOUS "QUACKBUSTER!" (AND JARVIS, M.D. "MAD DOG") who does not ALWAYS get his way - but he would LEAD THE DRAGON CULT TO PUT A STOP TO ALL "THERAPIES!" but their own "CLOSED-SHOP UNION - !!! God is going to MOVE just as they try to RIDE THAT "DEVIL'S TRAIN!" EW 88,263. "It seemed the WHOLE WORLD was on board, there could not be ONE LEFT!" She saw a "LITTLE COMPANY!" on a "NARROW PATH!" bound together "BY THE TRUTH!" Find them "IN AN OPPOSITE DIRECTION!" (SAME EW 88,263). Brother "BUD SHUSTER" drew a "TRAIN" with ONE CAR having "THE WHOLE WORLD ON BOARD!" We should reprint that TRAIN. And those "SEALED!" with the "SEAL OF GOD!" are CERTAINLY NOT "GUS HOEHN'S BIG LAODICEAN "ARMY" - but are a "COMPANY!" (A "COMPANY!" in the ARMY can be 100 to 300.) EW 89,263. "COMPANY - PROCESSION - THRONG!" COL 406.

"THE DESPISED REMNANT!" PK 591

You are not "DESPISED?" You are NOT the "REMNANT!"
"...the REMNANT...them that are "ESCAPED!" of Israel!" T5:476.
"God's REMNANT PEOPLE,...standing before the WORLD as "RE- FORMERS!" PK 678. "They are the "REPAIRERS OF THE BREACH!" (SAME.) (OBEIDENT) "...to ALL the PRECEPTS of the DECALOGUE!" (SAME.)

GUSTAVE H. HOEHN, M.D. and "SULPHA!" (COAL TAR!)

EXCELLENT for "BURNING OUT KIDNEYS!" AND CAUSING "CANCER!" - but "HAS!" to be used - REGARDLESS! Even if it is listed in "COUNSELS ON HEALTH!" as "SPIRITUALISTIC and CLAIRVOYANT PHYSICIANS!" resorting to "HEALING - WONDERFUL CURES!" by "EVIL SPIRITS!" through a "CLAIRVOYANT or MAGNETIC HEALER!" "...she trusts her dear one to (SATAN'S) charge, placing it as verily in the hands of SATAN as if he were standing by her side. IN MANY INSTANCES THE FUTURE LIFE of the child is CONTROLLED by a SATANIC POWER which it seems IMPOSSIBLE to BREAK. (You have no doubt seen this in AFRICA! By the WITCH DOCTORS!)...GO, INQUIRE OF BAAL-ZEBUB the God of EKRON - ???." ALL THIS from CH 454-5.

"...turned for HELP to the LORD'S WORST ENEMY!" (SAME.)
"If they recover HEALTH, they give to DRUGS and DOCTORS all the HONOR!" CH 456.

HOW OFTEN DOES THIS HAPPEN – ???

"...IN MOST CASES the DRUG only CHANGES the FORM and LOCATION of the DISEASE...many SO-CALLED "REMEDIES!" create HABITS and APPETITES that mean RUIN to both SOUL and BODY...laying the FOUNDATION of the "LIQUOR HABIT!" - the "OPIUM HABIT!" - the "MORPHINE HABIT!" that are so terrible a CURSE to SOCIETY!...RESTORATIVE POWER is NOT IN "DRUGS!" but in "NATURE!" (And then it lists the NINE "NATURAL REMEDIES!" This is on p.89,90.) (MUCH THE SAME. ALL OF IT - MH 126-7.) SM 2:53-4.

OVER 50% OF ALL HOSPITAL PATIENTS ARE THERE

FOR "NERVE AND MENTAL REASONS." RUTH E. HOEHN, JUST BEFORE SHE DIED WAS VISITED BY "MARTENS!" a semi- "MENNONITE" MINISTER who was a "FRIEND OF ALL!" He told me he visited RUTH E. HOEHN about TEN TIMES before her death and only ONE TIME did she RECOGNIZE him or talk INTELLIGENTLY enough that he recognized what she was saying. WOULD THE ABOVE EXPLAIN THIS - ??? THE COAL TAR "SULPHA" DRUGS YEARS LATER APPEAR IN A "NEW FORM-???" It would be so difficult to "PROVE!" that we COULD NOT SAY the "SULPHA!" was to blame - but we could not say it was NOT to BLAME - EITHER! Only God knows.

GOD CAN FORGIVE what was done in IGNORANCE - but the CONDITION OF FORGIVENESS is "CONFESSION!" The ADVENTIST LEADERSHIP have taught this people to CONFESSION "NOTHING!" Only WE - are to CONFESS to THEM! The SAME as under ROMANISM! "They are FOLLOWING in the TRACK OF ROMANISM!...THOSE ARE FALSE GODS!"..."BAAL. BAAL. IS THE CHOICE!" TM 362,364,467-8. T7:181. DA 618. RH 1:300. (And 100 more!)

WE RUN THE RISK OF BEING RUN OFF BY "WHITE-COATS!" TO A PADDLED CELL

If we do as ANN DeMICHAEL-HOEHN wants me to do - RECOMMEND DR. DAVID G. WILLIAMS in the magazine "ALTERNATIVES!" published by "MOUNTAIN HOME PUBLISHING" POB 829, INGRAM, TEXAS 78025. #39.00 U.S. a YEAR. (MONTHLY.) (PERHAPS ONLY EIGHT LOADED PAGES!)  
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I WONDER HOW MANY THEY AUDITIONED BEFORE THEY CHOSE FROM -
THE CLEVEREST DECEIVER OF THEM ALL - !!!

◊ ◇ ◇ ◇ ◇ ◇

TOO BAD HIS CONSCIENCE WAS ON VACATION

WHEN HE VOLUNTEERED FOR THE JOB - !!!

HIM - NICHOLS - HMSR - THE UNHOLY TRINITY - !!!

QUALIFIED AS PRACTICING HYPOCRITES - !!!

STRANGULATION OF ALL MORAL ETHICS - !!!

THE DOOM OF ADVENTISM - !!! RECOVER - ??? NEVER - !!!

◊ ◇ ◇ ◇ ◇ ◇

"GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!"

◊ ◇ ◇ ◇ ◇ ◇

WHAT WE AS A PEOPLE AND AS INDIVIDUALS

HAVE NEVER CONSIDERED. GOD SAYS THE CONDITION OF
THE "SEALING!" IS TO "CRY ALOUD AND SPARE NOT!" GUS H.
HOEHN SAYS: "LET GOD JUDGE!"

ANN DeMICHAEL-HOEHN:

Do you not LOVE your FAMILY enough to want to WARN THEM?
IF YOU REFUSE to "CRY ALOUD!" AND SPARE NOT!" T3:267.
You will have their "BLOOD! ON YOUR HANDS! GOD HAS A
"PLAN OF SALVATION!" IT IS NOT GUS HOEHN'S PLAN. "LET
GOD JUDGE!" No, that will not do!

"SON OF MAN, I HAVE MADE THEE A WATCHMAN

UNTIL THE HOUSE OF ISRAEL... When I say unto the WICKED,
Thou shalt surely DIE! and thou givest him NOT WARNING, nor
speaketh to WARN THE WICKED from his WICKED WAY,...
TO SAVE HIS LIFE! the same WICKED MAN shall DIE in his iniquity; but his BLOOD will I require AT THY HAND! "Yet if thou WARN THE WICKED, and he turn NOT from his WICKED WAY, he shall DIE in his INIQUITY; but thou hast DELIVERED THY SOUL!" EZEKIEL 3:17-19. (READ THAT WHOLE CHAPTER - EZEKIEL 3 and also 33. This has to do with the "TRUMPETS!")

ADVENTIST LEADERS FOR A NUMBER OF YEARS -

WERE QUACKING AWAY and apparently NO-ONE-TO-STOP-THEM!!! "SEE TO YOUR OWN SINS, BROTHER!" THIS IS WHAT GUS IS SAYING NOW-!!! WHY DOES HE SAY THAT-??? Because he DOES NOT STUDY - he has NO MIND OF HIS OWN! THE WHOLE DENOMINATION IS GUILTY OF THE BLOOD OF SOULS - !!! "WOE TO THE BLOODY CITY!" EZEKIEL 24:6. "Since thou hast NOT HATED BLOOD, even BLOOD shall pursue thee!" EZEKIEL 35:6. (IN THE SEVEN LAST PLAGUES!) "...and thou has given them BLOOD TO DRINK; for they are WORTHY!" REV. 16:6.

YOU DO NOT LIKE THIS - ???

You want it put in ANOTHER WAY - ??? Do as GUS SAYS: STAY TOGETHER - DUMMY-UP TOGETHER - SLAY TOGETHER! Can you read anything else into this: "Here we see that "THE CHURCH!..."PEACE and SAFETY!" IS THE CRY FROM...THOSE DUMB DOGS THAT WOULD NOT BARK...ALL PERISH TOGETHER!" T5:211.

YOU STILL DO NOT LIKE THIS - ???

I don't suppose you are meant to LIKE THIS! But GOD DOES NOT LIKE IT EITHER IF YOU DUMMY-UP TOGETHER and have so little LOVE for SOULS that you DO-NOT-WARN-THEM! He told you PLAINLY! NO WARNING - NO SEALING! T3:267. EZEKIEL 3 and 33. "AS YE DO UNTO OTHERS - JUST SO WILL IT BE DONE TO YOU AGAIN!" (THE GOLDEN RULE!) LET US REPEAT IT - "NO WARNING - NO SEALING!"

IT IS AS SIMPLE AS THAT - !!! YOU DO NOT WARN THEM of what brings on INCURABLE DISEASE - ??? THINGS YOU KNOW - !!! THEN DIE OF "INCURABLE DISEASE!" Do not make the MISTAKE OF THINKING we are going to lose ONE MINUTE OF SLEEP if you do not LISTEN - !!! THE WORLD IS BIG - we
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believe it JUST AS IMPORTANT to SAVE A SOUL IN THE WORLD WHY WOULD THEY NOT BE JUST AS VALUABLE IN THE KINGDOM OF GOD - ??? It will be JUST-LIKE-ONE-OF-YOUR-OWN-!!! NAY, IT WILL BE ONE-OF-YOUR-OWN-!!!

HELP THY NEIGHBOR'S BOAT ACROSS THE WATER - TIDAL BORE -

and LO! THINE OWN HAS REACHED THE OTHER SHORE - !!!

THE LORD SAYS THE "WHOLE WORLD" WILL BE ON THE "DEVIL'S TRAIN!" - "IT SEEMED...THERE COULD NOT BE ONE LEFT!" EW 88,263. Are you asking us to CLIMB ON BOARD - or go THE OTHER WAY?? "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM" OUt! Out! Out!

TO MY BROTHER - GUS. H. HOEHN, M.D: May 15, 1993

IN REPLY TO YOUR LETTER - May 5, 1993

The gist of your letter is that you (GUS) are ALWAYS RIGHT and HERMAN HOEHN is ALWAYS WRONG. You have taken that attitude right from the beginning. It is because there are a lot of things YOU DO NOT KNOW. You only KNOW them from your sullen ASSESSMENTS. I didn't want to do it, as I thought it would be an exercise in FUTILITY - and I still think so - it will do no good whatever.

EXCEPTING:

For those who are looking on and wondering what this is all about - they have only heard ONE SIDE. The Bible says "ONLY A FOOL!" judges by hearing ONE SIDE. Even the courts of the land - give the OTHER SIDE the RIGHT TO BE HEARD. It is only under ROMANISM - COMMUNISM - ADVENTISM - and the TIGHTEST UNION IN THE WORLD - the AMA & FDA - that allow NO OPPOSITION PARTY! That is the difference between TOTALITARIANISM and DEMOCRACY. DEMOCRACY allows and encourages an "OPPOSITION PARTY!" Even more than ONE of them - and they have the RIGHT to be HEARD!
THE GREAT DIPLOMAT! has the RIGHT to be HEARD. There is only ONE REASON that only ONE PARTY can be heard - if they are INFALLIBLE! THE CATHOLIC CHURCH in the book - "THE PAPAL PRINCES!" bearing the IMPRIMATUR ABSTAT of the HIGHEST AMERICAN CARDINAL (SPELLMAN OF NEW YORK) - that BOOK would FREELY ADMIT among the POPES there was the MEANEST, DIRTIEST, LOWEST people on Earth. But when a POPE spoke in "EX CATHEDRA!" what he said was "DIVINE!" That is you and your "CHURCH!" that is a "SYNAGOGUE!" TM 16 (and NOT P.15!) Even called "CHURCH!" (TWICE!) as well as "SYNAGOGUE!"

YOU SEEM TO THINK THAT I DO NOT KNOW -

that I could "WIN!" many more FOLLOWERS by not being so BLUNT - USE YOUR METHOD - THE GREAT "FROOM!" METHOD! "PSYCHOLOGY!" DID YOU EVER READ what Sr. White said about "PSYCHOLOGY!" - "NEAR THE CLOSE OF PROBATION!" SG 4:80. Have you ever wondered why ADVENTISTS will TAKE A COURSE (if they take NO OTHER!) but will take a COURSE in "PSYCHOLOGY!" Would you like to EXPLAIN that EAGER SHAKING DESIRE (GUS HOEHN, M.D.) to be WELL-THOUGHT OF by the WORLD! "THE GREAT DIPLOMAT!" No wonder he would DESPISE HERMAN and tell him to do as he does - sit in the BACK-SEAT, BASEMENT or BALCONY - any place they will put you - !!! ABOVE ALL SHUT UP! Don't venture any of your opinions! THE GREAT DIPLOMAT HAS SPOKE!

AT HOME THE BOYS WOULD GO TRAPPING -

I WOULD STAY HOME AND DO THE CHORES. We split the money three ways. This was "OUR MONEY!" FATHER DEMANDED THAT MONEY! We were up in arms. THAT WAS "OUR MONEY!" John thought we should give him THAT MONEY! Bill and I said: "YOU GIVE HIM YOUR SHARE - WE WILL NOT!" Why would anyone brave the COLD - FREEZE their HANDS - FEET - FACE - EARS - and that FOR NOTHING! We would just QUIT - !!! From then on BILL and I were FRIENDS.

FATHER BROUGHT TWO GIRLS FROM POLAND -

What a DUMB TRICK - bring them among a BUNCH OF BOYS! The INEVITABLE HAPPENED. BILL MARRIED ONE OF THEM! TO - 20 -
KEEP THEM HOME FATHER OFFERED THEM SOMETHING LIKE $275.00 if they would work ONE YEAR.

THEN AFTER ABOUT SIX MONTHS HE BEGAN

TO MAKE LIFE MISERABLE FOR THEM - wanted to drive them out, make them LEAVE and break the CONTRACT! YOU NO DOUBT DID NOT KNOW THIS - YOU HEARD A DIFFERENT STORY - you did not bother to ask me. You would likely not have believed me anyway - because you started a PROGRAM of your own, something NONE of the REST OF US WOULD HAVE DONE - SIDLED UP TO HIM! You would stay out LATE - come home at all hours of the MORNING (None of us DARED DO THAT!) FATHER would be waiting up for you - so you (GREAT DIPLOMAT!) would rush in and spout off about how you met BAUER or some one who "SENT HIS GREETINGS!" and how he REMEMBERED the GOOD TIMES with FATHER in HUNTING and what not - so the OLD MAN would be PACIFIED and GUS would "get away with murder!"

WITH THAT APPROACH GUS TOOK OVER THE FARM

MORTGAGED IT TO THE HILT SO HE COULD GO TO MEDICAL SCHOOL - let somebody else pay for it. (You will no doubt DENY any and all of this - you have your own VERSION - so have I.) We all know how you buttered up the Old Man. NONE of us COULD or WOULD have done it.

WE MADE A DEAL WITH THE GOVERNMENT

to run an "ILLUSTRATION STATION!" Something like a small "EXPERIMENTAL FARM!" They paid us nothing but gave us FREE "CERTIFIED SEED!" So we would RAISE IT - CLEAN IT - (SPECIAL BUILDING - BINS and FANNING {CLEANING} MILLS.) Got a good price for it.

I WAS STILL HOME WHEN THE FERTILIZER COMPANY -

wanted to DEMONSTRATE THEIR FERTILIZER - but they played it safe. Would not put up the SIGNS unless and until it SHOWED UP! FATHER WAS DEATH ON "FERTILIZER!" because he saw what it did in other places. So was I. THAT YEAR YOU COULD NOT TELL WHERE THE FERTILIZER WAS PUT! It will not show if the LAND IS VERY RICH and that year there were HEAVY ELECTRIC STORMS and that put AMMONIA into the soil. So they never put up their signs.
WHEN FATHER TRIED TO RUN BILL OFF THE PLACE -

I told Bill what I would do. He objected to it. WE ALWAYS OBEYED FATHER. But since he would not give ORDERS like he used to - we obeyed BILL and did the best we could. So one day he came roaring out of his GLUM MOPING - WHY ARE YOU GETTING WHEAT READY TO SEED - ??? ARE YOU ALL "CRAZY?" He spoke directly to Bill - this is what I was ready for. I stepped in front of Bill and said: "IT CAN BE THAT WE ARE CRAZY - BUT NOT HALF AS CRAZY AS YOU!"

AT ONCE HE SAID: "YOU GO!"

Before that when FRED LEFT - he BELLYACHED forever because he left BEFORE SEEDING and did not help put the crop in. So I said: "You tell me to go - WHEN should I go?" He would not answer. I had to ask him two or three times before he said: "You can go ANY TIME you want to. You can go TODAY!" That was in the morning - I was gone before NOON. They tell me he went to the STATION to try to catch me - but I left by BICYCLE to my OLDER SISTER'S PLACE - 16 miles SOUTH. And he offered me work there. And work on INVENTIONS. We took a new THRESHING MACHINE and LENGTHENED IT and DEEPENED IT and CHANGED CONCAVES and BLOWERS so we could OUT-THRESH any machine in the country.

THEN I WENT HOME FOR A YEAR OR SO -

Then I went to the ADVENTIST CAMPMEETING IN SASKATOON, SASKATCHEWAN - my brother DAVE went with me and was BAPTIZED there.

I SAID:

"WHY DIDN'T YOU TELL ME? I WOULD HAVE BEEN BAPTIZED WITH YOU!" While at my BROTHER-IN-LAW'S - I attended the BAPTIST CHURCH and was halfway to being a MINISTER. When I learned the TRUTH about "HELL" I went 250 MILES (RIDING THE BOXCARS!) and 250 MILES BACK to tell the BAPTIST CHURCH "HOW A YOUNG MAN SEES RELIGION!" and went 250 MILES BACK because I did not want to stay in the district. And worked for "BERT POTTS - a "MASTER FARMER."

IN THE MEANTIME GUS TOOK OVER THE FARM -
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and went into **CHEMICALS** - 20 YEARS LATER that beautiful **TOPSOIL** (BLACK for over two feet) the **FERTILIZER ATE THE TOPSOIL AWAY** and it began to show "GRAY" THROUGH. When I was home we had a **WORLD'S RECORD** yield of **OATS**. **222 BUSHELS TO THE ACRE**. It still yielded **WORLD RECORDS** but "**CHEMICAL GUS**" just about **RUINED** it from what it was.

**HE CAME TO MY PLACE IN THE OKANAGAN VALLEY**

with **PURE "FLUORINE!"** Wanted us to use it for **BETTER TEETH AND BONES** - my **WIFE** took it and **BURIED IT** in the **BUSH**. **GUS** took it as a **MISSIONARY** for the **ADVENTIST CHURCH** and got the **SAME AS FLIES** when you give them **FLUORINE IN WATER** - they dance around in **CIRCLES** before they go **STARK STARING "DEAD!"** GUS only went **PARALYZED** - had the longest ride of any one in history in an "**IRON LUNG**" in the **ARMY "AIREY-PLANE!"** (And has been **HONORED** ever since in **DUMB ADVENTIST CIRCLES**! Neither He nor THEY ever do **ANYTHING WRONG.**)

**BOTH MY SISTER (HEALTH JOURNAL WRITER) AND I**

told him what to do to perhaps pull out of the **PARALYSIS.** (I am more than willing to go into **DETAILS** but if I do that - it would be a **BOOK** - and I have **OTHERS THINGS TO WRITE ABOUT**)** EVEN IF ADVENTISM WOULD LIKE TO SHUT ME DOWN! I OPPOSED "SHEPHERD'S ROD" and "**AWAKENING!**" right from the beginning - while **GUS** remained a **GRAND "NEUTRAL!"** and has now **FALLEN** for the **VERY SAME DOGMAS!**) **REFUSED to take or even CONSIDER** the **RIGHT SIDE** and has now **FALLEN - HOOK, LINE and SINKER** (With part of the rod and reel!) for the **VERY SAME "TRADITIONS OF THE ELDERS!"**

**GUS WOULD NOT CONSIDER A MODIFICATION OF THE "KINSEY TREATMENT!"** saying it was **"SPIRITUALISM!"** (What he was in was NOT "SPIRITUALISM!") So he remained **PARALYZED** for life. And is peddled around by the Adventists from **Camp Meeting to Camp Meeting** as a **"HERO!"** No doubt **NONE of his HATS** would fit any more!

**OUR OLDEST SON (MAYO) HAD ALL THE SIGNS OF POLIOMYELITIS** - he was going **PARALYZED!** It happened I had **READ how to tell the SYMPTOMS** and what to do about it. We
pulled him out of it in ONE HOUR - !!! We laid him on his FACE IN BED - we took an ordinary OLD BED-SHEET - soaked it in "HYDROGEN WATER" - (EPSOM SALTS) (LEMON JUICE IS STILL BETTER) fold it EIGHT or a DOZEN THICKNESSES - about eight or ten inches wide - lay it on his spinal column - from right up into his head - down as LOW as it can go. Then I took an ELECTRIC IRON (INFRARED) and slowly worked that IRON up as HIGH as it can go and - and DOWN as LOW as it can go - AS HOT AS HE CAN STAND! Keep working the ELECTRIC IRON slowly up and down. He was RED AS A BEET! Kept it up until he wanted to go to the toilet - then we knew we had done the trick - !!! That was the END of his "POLIO!" Less than ONE HOUR! (I may be wrong - it might have been MORE!) We gave him "RAW EGG-SHELL CALCIUM" ALSO. (PREDIGESTED in LEMON JUICE.) At room temperature it turns to "MILK!" in about HALF-AN-HOUR. Strain the shells out with a sieve. You get MORE CALCIUM by doing the same batch the second time.)

YOU CAN MAKE BROKEN BONES KNIT WITH THIS "RAW PREDIGESTED CALCIUM" - THREE TIMES A DAY.

SET THE "MILK" IN THE WINDOW AND SEE THE "PURE CALCIUM" SETTLE TO THE BOTTOM OF THE GLASS.

ψ ψ ψ ψ ψ

When I was having a FIGHT to the DEATH with the "SHEPHERD'S ROD!" and then with the REVIVAL of the "SHEPHERD'S ROD!" in the 1960 "AWAKENING!" - GUS held his NOSE - HIGH IN THE AIR! NOW he has FALLEN for the VERY SAME DOGMAS! BLOWN OVER BY THE SAME WIND - !!! LIKE "DRUGS!" FALSE DOCTRINE CAN ALSO BE A "MENTAL ADDICTION!" JUST AS HARD TO BREAK - !!! AS "OCCULTISM!" What ADVENTISTS have is NO BETTER than the WACKIES that went WACKY to WACO. NO BETTER! The ADVENTISTS LAID THE FOUNDATION FOR IT - !!! Now HERMAN HOEHN is to give in and go WACKY with THEM - !!! FORGET 60 YEARS OF OPPOSING THEM! WHILE THE MIGHTY "GUS!" INDOCTRINATED HIS BOND-SLAVES! I WILL GIVE IN TO THEM - ??? I AM GLAD MY WIFE (ANN DeMICHAEL-HOEHN) sent our LAST MAILING to her OWN
“A train of cars was shown me. It seemed that the whole world was on board, that there could not be one left.”

EW 13, 203
FAMILY --- !!! ONE GOOD TURN DESERVES ANOTHER --- !!!
Depends where we will be at "THE LAST TRUMP---!!!" We will
see if "CHARACTER!!" is "GIVEN!!" as a "GIFT!!" OR if SR.
WHITE IS RIGHT --- !!! "WE FORM THE CHARACTERS" COL
331,334, 342. SC 68,88,126.

WHEN "HOEHN" WROTE A SPECIAL PUBLICATION -

(WHICH we may REPRINT as there is NOTHING-MORE-IMPOR-
TANT) The SECRETARY for DR. RUE saw the importance of that
SUBJECT and convinced DR. RUE to print PART of it, but gave
me NO CREDIT at that TIME. But this led him to DEPEND more
and more on "HOEHN!"

THIS WAS/IS THE SUBJECT I HAD AN ALL-OUT FIGHT
with the "SHEPHERD'S S" and the "AWAKENING." (1) CHARAC-
TER BUILDING or "GIVEN!" as a "GIFT!" (2) Did they obtain
their "RELIGION!" in or out of the "MOST HOLY PLACE?" (3)
Do you obtain "OIL!!" (CHARACTER! TM 234) "GIVEN!!" to you
on a WACKY PLAGUE-???

WHAT ABOUT THIS - ????

"HIS ANGELS LEFT THOSE who made "NO EFFORT!!" EW 270.
T1:180-1. "They are JOINED to their IDOLS, let them alone!"
(And the HOLY ANGELS) pass ON to their WORK, LEAVING
these with their SINFUL TRAITS UNSUBDUED, to the CONTROL
of EVIL ANGELS!!" T1:187. ("THE LAODICEAN CHURCH"
chapter.)

OH NO! WE ARE NOT EXACTLY PLAYING GAMES!
WE ARE NOT QUITE READY TO GIVE UP 60 YEARS

of intense study (RESEARCH) and give in to GUS. H. HOEHN
and the "SHEPHERD'S ROD" (1960 "AWAKENING!!") and sit in
the ADVENTIST PULPIT -- DUMB-SILENT-NEUTRAL -- as they want
me to do! SATAN STARTED IT IN HEAVEN, and his AGENTS
ever since -- think if they get ENOUGH ON THEIR SIDE -- God
will be FORCED to GIVE IN. But the FLOOD and FIRE and
BRIMSTONE RAINED DOWN on SODOM and GOMMORAH proves
we need not, DARE NOT -- give in to ANY MULTITUDES OR
MAJORITIES. They can "GO-TO-HELL!!" all by themselves -- !!!
Our joining THEM will not help THEM one whit! Nor us. IT
WOULD-HELP-NO-ONE!!
"AND THAT SOUL THAT TURNETH AFTER SUCH

as have FAMILIAR SPIRITS, and after WIZARDS, to go a
WHORING after them, I will even set MY FACE AGAINST THAT
SOUL, and I will CUT HIM OFF from among his people." Lev.
"Them that sin – REBUKE before ALL!" 1Tim. 5:20.

WHEN I FOUND THE TRUTH ABOUT "HELL!"

I wrote to HERBERT W. ARMSTRONG and a BRITISH ISRAELITE
– both at the same time. I asked H.W.A. why he BOASTS that
he obtains his DOCTRINES from NOBODY – he digs it out
HIMSELF direct from the BIBLE. If you do that, WHY do you
give people "HELL?" You know that is NOT in the "BIBLE!"
There are five verses that the UNLEARNED and UNSTABLE –
"WREST!" to their own "DESTRUCTION!" They quote them
OVER and OVER and OVER again – like as though the BIBLE is
FULL of it. But it is only FIVE VERSES. And ALL of them can
be explained. I SAW THE "ISRAELITE" some time later. And he
said I should have written my letter on ASBESTOS – it was
"SMOKING ALL THE WAY HERE!" But then he quickly added:
"BUT THAT’S THE WAY TO FIND THE TRUTH!" He became a
good friend and when NO OTHER of the HUNDREDS OF
MINISTERS in the VANCOUVER, B.C. AREA would come and
lend their influence to wonderful "NATURAL HEALTH" MEETINGS
– he came. And he DID NOT live in CANADA but lived in
BELLINGHAM, STATE OF WASHINGTON!

IT SEEMS PROVIDENTIAL BUT I RAN INTO HIM

perhaps a year later – and he was just about JUMPING for JOY
as he said his DAUGHTER was handing out the LAST "CAUSE
OF CANCER" TRACT – the LAST of 5,000 – !!!

(WE ARE STILL HANDING OUT THOSE TRACTS!)

Then I was twiddling on the dial of the radio to get SOME-
THING – ANYTHING – when here comes HERBERT W. ARM-
STRONG! This was three or four years later. I was going to
turn him off – but I decided to listen to what he has to say
NOW–??? And here if he did not PREACH the TRUTH ABOUT
"HELL!" Cast a pebble in the ocean and the ripples will go
around the WORLD! Don’t say: "IT’S NO USE – THEY WON’T
LISTEN!" HOW DO YOU KNOW – ?? If you do not TRY? DO
NOT JUDGE! Let him JUDGE HIMSELF! Later I sent him "DAVID DARE!" And shortly after I saw him use that book – he was holding it down below the table. But was using it. "PROVE THAT THE BIBLE IS TRUE!

I LATER FOUND OUT HIS WIFE INTERCEPTED MY LETTER about "HELL!" And if I read right between the lines - she DARED him to ACCEPT THE TRUTH or she would LEAVE HIM! So there we had:

HMS RICHARDS - fell into a BARREL of MONEY supplied by an ORGANIZATION and BOASTING that he was broadcasting over MORE RADIO STATIONS than any other RELIGIOUS BROADCAST in the WORLD! And:

HERBERT W. ARMSTRONG - who was BOASTING that he was broadcasting over more RADIO POWER than any other RADIO BROADCAST in the WORLD! And he was a SELF-MADE MAN - did not need a BARREL of MONEY from an ORGANIZATION!

THEN I WROTE TO MY FATHER AND SENT HIM BOOKS -

MY BROTHER "GUS H. HOEHN" -intercepted my LETTERS and DITCHED them - let me WORK MY HEART OUT writing these LETTERS - and he (BIG DIPLOMAT!) would take it upon himself to DESTROY THOSE LETTERS-!!! THIS IS THE ARROGANT "ADVENTIST!" The reason I am saying this NOW - is because he writes in his DEATH-RATTLE! That I should give myself over to (HIM AND HIS CHURCH!) sit in the BACK-SEAT, BALCONY, BASEMENT - any place they will put me - !!! I have NOT seen the INSIDE of the LOCAL (NEW, LARGE) ADVENTIST CHURCH - and do not hope to as long as I am SANE-!!! If you see me there - you can mark it down that I have gone MENTAL!

IN THE "SEAL OF GOD" CHAPTER!

"DECEPTION OF ALMOST EVERY KIND ARE IN THE CHURCH!" T5:210. (AND THE NEXT PAGE SAYS;) "THESE DUMB DOGS... THAT WOULD NOT BARK...ALL-PERISH-TOGETHER!" T5:211.
RH 2:105.

HAVE TO BE CRAZY TO GO TO A CHURCH LIKE THAT - !!!

You say to "HERMAN" in your May 5, 1993 letter: "I POINTED
OUT TO YOU "STEPS TO CHRIST," p. 62, but you brushed it off as being pentecostal, but you can’t do that... She plainly says ADAM, before the FALL, could have but "we cannot make ourselves righteous, we cannot perfectly obey the holy law."

THAT IS NOT THE WAY IT READS IN SC 62.

You do as ADVENTISTS NOW DO - leave OUT WORDS and do not show "..." You left out FIVE WORDS and DO NOT SHOW that you LEFT OUT ANYTHING. You learned well from your MASTERS-GURUS-LORDS-POTENTATES-DICTATORS. YOU LEFT OUT: "SINCE WE ARE SINFUL, UNHOLY..."

I MIGHT HAVE SENT YOU A PAPER I WROTE AT THAT TIME.

We are now MAILING IT OUT THE SECOND TIME. Since there are over 200 STATEMENTS using every kind of PATHOS - appealing to us to BUILD-FORM-DEVELOP a "CHARACTER!" - YOU (and FOREVER HAY-WIRE) FRED WRIGHT want a "CHARACTER" - "GIVEN!" on an "AWAKENING PLATTER!" BRINSMEAD said: "IT IS DONE, SON - DONE!" and THAT is YOUR going through the country with about the ONLY "MESSAGE!" you have ever HAD - as you UNDERSTAND SC 62 - ONE SHOT "GIVEN!" a CHARACTER, and BRUSH ASIDE OVER 200 REFERENCES, and you want to DECEIVE YOUR OWN FAMILY with that HOAX of ADVENTISM - 1993! Did she teach what you understand SC 62 says and at the same time TEACH:

(THESE PUTS AN END TO ADVENTISM-SHEPHERD'S ROD-
AWAKENING-GOING WACKY TO WACO-!!!)

"They EXTOL the riches of FREE GRACE, and attempt to COVER THEMSELVES with an APPEARANCE of "RIGHTEOUSNESS" - hoping to SCREEN their DEFECTS OF CHARACTER, but their EFFORTS will be of NO AVAIL in the DAY OF GOD!" COL 316. "Men may now EXCUSE their DEFECTS of CHARACTER, but in THAT DAY, they will offer NO EXCUSE!" COL 317. "But Christ has given us NO ASSURANCE that to ATTAIN PERFECTION of CHARACTER is not an EASY MATTER. A NOBLE, all-round CHARACTER is not INHERITED. It does not come to us by ACCIDENT. A NOBLE CHARACTER is EARNED by INDIVIDUAL EFFORT through the MERITS and GRACE of Christ. GOD-GIVES-THE-TALENTS, the POWERS of the MIND; WE
FORM THE CHARACTER. It is FORMED by HARD, STERN, BATTLES WITH SELF. Conflict after conflict must be WAGED against HEREDITARY TENDENCIES...Let no one say, I can not remedy my DEFECTS of CHARACTER. If you come to this decision, you will CERTAINLY FAIL of obtaining EVERLASTING LIFE. The IMPOSSIBILITY lies in your own WILL. If you WILL NOT then you CAN NOT overcome...Then set your mark HIGH, and STEP by STEP, even though it be by PAINFUL EFFORT, by SELF-DENIAL and SACRIFICE, ascend the whole length of the LADDER of PROGRESS. LET-NOTHING-HINDER-YOU. CULTIVATE EVERY GRACE OF CHARACTER...A CHARACTER formed according to the DIVINE LIKENESS is the ONLY TREASURE that we can take from this World to the NEXT...And in HEAVEN we are CONTINUALLY to IMPROVE...CHRIST SAYS, I am at your RIGHT HAND to HELP YOU. As the WILL of man COOPERATES with the WILL OF GOD, it becomes OMNIPOTENT!" COL 3:1–3.

BECAUSE OF WHAT THE WACKY "SHEPHERD'S ROD" -

"AWAKENING" was teaching, all obtained from the ADVENTIST CHURCH - I spent YEARS to SMASH EVERY ONE of their SPECIOUS FALLACIES! When you came AROUND to the FAMILY with SC 62 as your "MESSAGE!" I wrote you up in "THE SIGNS OF THE TIMES!" Publication No. 676, May 15, 1991. And printed enough to now send it out the SECOND TIME. YOU WILL FIND YOURSELF ON PAGE 31! Then I carry this THEME on to pages 38, 39, 40, 41, 57, 58, 59, 60 and to the END - !!!

TOO PROUD AND SMUG TO TAKE A SIDE IN THE

BATTLE I HAD (to the DEATH!) with the CRAZIEST of the AUSTRALIAN CRAZIES and those in AMERICA who fell for the ABOMINATION. "CHARACTER!" GIVEN as a "GIFT!" JUST "ASK!" JONES and WAGGONER and FROOM and HMS RICHARDS - more than ONE of them went MENTALLY (Your HMSR FOR ONE!) You did not know that - did you? You did NOTHING to HELP ME - now you have the DISEASE! Is it INCURABLE? I had HOPED against HOPE that you or MARTIN or DAVE or ED would COME UP with a CURE or PREVENTION of "CANCER!" But no such LUCK - you HEWED the ORTHODOX LINE in HEALTH and RELIGION. Let SOME ONE ELSE do the THINKING for you - you were not going to "ROCK THE BOAT!" SHAME ON YOU!!!
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FOR WE CAN DO NOTHING AGAINST THE TRUTH -
BUT FOR THE TRUTH!! 2 COR. 13:8.

It seems that I have FOREVER valued "THE TRUTH!" That
there is SALVATION in NOTHING but "THE TRUTH!" This
SUBJECT is well worth PURSUING.

WHY CAN WE DO NOTHING - AGAINST THE TRUTH - ???

Because if we have ANY REASON AT ALL - for NOT pursuing
the TRUTH - and we lend our INFLUENCE to a LIE! No matter
if we think it of little importance - NOTHING is UNIMPORTANT.
So there are a few PENALTIES. We are NOT our OWN - we are
bought with a PRICE. We will NEVER be our OWN. Due to the
SIN of ADAM and EVE - (SUCH A LITTLE THING!) - we are
BORN-IN-SIN! WE-ARE-DOOMED! The SIN of the PARENTS
will be VISITED upon or to the 3rd or 4th "GENERATION!" We
have to study this CAREFULLY! EXODUS 20:5. We are NOT
here saying WHAT-THIS-MEANS! But there is SOME VALUE to
the BABY of a BELIEVING MOTHER - being placed in her ARMS.
If she is not SAVED - her BABY has NO INHERENT RIGHT - to
be SAVED without PROVING itself. As we all must do. WITHOUT
CHRIST - we can do NOTHING!

CHRIST IS THE WAY OUT - FROM THE CURSE!

"THE TRUTH!" ALSO - is a way "OUT!" from the CURSE! AND
CHRIST IS "THE TRUTH!" and there is NO TRUTH without HIM!
"Am I therefore become your ENEMY, because I tell you "THE
TRUTH?"
Galatians 4:16. "For there are MANY UNRULY and
VAIN TALKERS and DECEIVERS...WHOSE MOUTHS MUST BE
STOPPED, who subvert WHOLE HOUSES, teaching things which
they OUGHT NOT, for FILTHY LUCRE'S SAKE...ALWAYS LIARS,
EVIL BEASTS, SLOW BELLIES. This WITNESS is TRUE. Where-
fore REBUKE THEM SHARPLY, that they may be SOUND in the
Faith; not giving heed to JEWISH FABLES, and COMMAND-
MENTS of MEN, that turn from "THE TRUTH!" TITUS 1:10-13.

WHAT IS THIS SAYING - ???

We have had those come to our meetings with a chip on their
shoulder - echoing the FROOM SLOGAN - "NO ONE WAS EVER
CONVERTED BY CRITICIZING THEM!" The ABOVE reference
tells us NO ONE was EVER CONVERTED BY NOT CRITICIZING
THEM! If your whole MEETING can JUST ABOUT COME TO A
HALT by some EMPTY-HEAD opening his MOUTH and in a BOOMING VOICE VERY POSITIVELY BOOMS OUT: "NO ONE WAS EVER CONVERTED BY CRITICIZING THEM!"

HOW DOES HE KNOW - ???

HE WAS NEVER CONVERTED! So how DOES HE know what it takes to be CONVERTED? In the days of Christ, there were MANY DEFINITELY PHARISEES who NEVER intended to be CONVERTED! And do we hope to ESCAPE THE BIG MOUTH OF THE PHARISEE-?? of the "SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN!" EW 15. "Speaking LIES in HYPOCRISY, having their CONSCIENCE SEARED with a HOT IRON!" 1 TIM. 4:2. "...from such TURN AWAY. For of this SORT are they which CREEP into HOUSES, and lead CAPTIVE "SILLY WOMEN" laden with SINS, led away with divers LUSTS. EVER LEARNING and NEVER ABLE to come to the KNOWLEDGE of "THE TRUTH!" 2 TIM. 3:5-7.

"THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY FORMULA!"

FEW ADVENTISTS ARE AWARE of the LORD'S FORMULA. "God will NOT impart to men DIVINE LIGHT, while they are CONTENT to REMAIN-IN-DARKNESS!" PP 248. "I saw that the GREATER THE LIGHT which people REJECT, the GREATER will be the POWER of DECEPTION and DARKNESS which will come upon them. The REJECTION OF TRUTH leaves men CAPTIVES....!" t1:232,345.

A THUNDERBOLT - LITTLE KNOWN - NOT TAUGHT:

"TO DISREGARD LIGHT - is to REJECT IT!...THE REJECTION OF LIGHT, LEAVES MEN CAPTIVES, bound about by CHAINS of DARKNESS and UNBELIEF." T5:680-1. "If LIGHT is turned from in one case, it will be DISREGARDED in another!" T2:70. "LIGHT becomes DARKNESS to all those who will not walk in it!" T3:65. "But LIGHT and DARKNESS - CANNOT HARMONIZE. Between TRUTH and ERROR there is an irrepressible CONFLICT. To UPHOLD and DEFEND the one is to ATTACK and OVER-THROW the OTHER!" GC 126. (100). "LIGHT does not come to a man who makes NO EFFORT to obtain it." T5:107. "...they study to get something NEW, something GREAT, and to have their words EXACT to the ear and PLEASING to men, and God's SPIRIT LEAVES THEM!" EW 116. "If any man will DO HIS WILL - he shall KNOW of the DOCTRINE." GC 528.
A GREAT PRINCIPLE!

"Those who have GREAT LIGHT and who have not WALKED in it - will have DARKNESS corresponding to the LIGHT they have DESPISED!" TM 163. "The GREATER the LIGHT that men REJECT - the GREATER the DARKNESS which will come upon them!" (Could not find it after looking for it for two hours!) "And for this cause God shall send them STRONG DELUSION, that they should BELIEVE-A-LIE! That they ALL might be DAMNED who believed NOT-THE-TRUTH, but had PLEASURE in UNRIGHTEOUSNESS!" 2 THESS. 2:11-2.

WHO IS THE "OFFSHOOT-???

There are three versions of "MY FIRST VISION!" All different. EW 13. LS 64. SG 2:30. This vision is of the 144,000. All three visions have on the FOREHEADS of the 144,000 SEALED SAINTS: "GOD, NEW JERUSALEM," and a glorious "STAR" containing "JESUS' NEW NAME!" EW 15. LS 65. SG 2:32. I dare you to find this ANY OTHER PLACE but Rev. 3:12; 14:1; 22:4.

THE 144,000 "LIVING SAINTS!" ARE "PHILADELPHIANS!"

THE FIRST THING ELLEN WHITE WROTE IN "A WORD TO THE LITTLE FLOCK!" was on p.14 where she called the 144,000 THE REMNANT! And when they are "SEALED!" and "PERFECTLY UNITED!" she gave the FOOTNOTE REFERENCE AS: "g REV. 3:12." A WORLD FAMOUS COLPORTEUR, WHEN I POINTED THIS OUT- that the 144,000 were "PHILADELPHIANS!" and "THE REMNANT!" shouted:

"THAT PROVES IT-!!!" AND SO IT DOES!
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IN "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST ENCYCLOPEDIA" COMMENTARY REFERENCE SERIES VOLUME 10 on page 328.

And REPEATED in "REVISED EDITION" - 1976 on page 376.
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WHO IS THE "OFFSHOOT - ???"

THE ADVENTIST OFFICIAL POSITION IS THAT THE "DAVIDIAN SDA'S - SHEPHERD'S ROD" - under "VICTOR T. HOUTEFF" in 1929 was "AN OFFSHOOT!"

THEY ARE REPEATING THAT WORLDWIDE JUST NOW.

THAT IS A LIE! THEY QUOTE WHAT HOUTEFF SAID. HE STARTED OUT WITH ONLY "ONE MAIN" DOCTRINE: THAT THE 144,000 ARE "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS!" THE SAME CLAIM THE ADVENTISTS MADE THREE YEARS BEFORE "THE SHEPHERD'S ROD" MADE IT - SO:

WHO WAS THE "OFFSHOOT - ???"

HOUTEFF WAS NO "OFFSHOOT!" THE ADVENTISTS WERE THE "OFFSHOOTS!" FROM "MY FIRST VISION" THE ADVENTISTS WERE THE "OFFSHOOTS!" - HOUTEFF MADE THE MISTAKE OF NOT "OFFSHOOTING!!"

<<<<<<<<<<<

FROM THE APOSTATE ADVENTIST CHURCH - BUT GOING ALONG WITH THEM - !!!

#############

THAT WAS THEIR ONE UNITED MAJOR THEME. LATER THEY EMBELLISHED IT WITH THEIR OWN PECULIAR IDEOLOGIES THAT SUCH A DRASTIC SWITCH OF DOCTRINE WOULD ENGENDER AND INVITE

UNUNUNUNUNU

"MY FIRST VISION!"

AND THE 144,000 OUT OF THE WHOLE WORLD. BUT 144,000 out of ONE TRIBE OF "ADVENTISTS!" ALONE - is a HORSE of a DIFFERENT COLOR. RIDING FOR A VERY BAD FALL - such FANATICAL "OFFSHOOT!" TEACHING WOULD NATURALLY BREED:

"DAVID KORESH!"
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WITH HIS AND OTHER "VISIONS OF GRANDEUR!" HOW THE "INNUMERABLE MULTITUDES" FROM THE WORLD MUST COME AND BOW BEFORE THEIR INFALLIBLE, PREDESTINATED HOLY AND SAVED - FEET-!!! They become VICIOUS and THREATENING if we DENY their "OFFSHOOT!" FANTASIES and STAY WITH "MY FIRST VISION!" AND ELLEN WHITE. TO GIVE THEMSELVES LICENSE TO DEPART FROM "THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY" THEY INVENT ALL SORTS OF SUBTERFUGES SUCH AS THEY "GO BY THE BIBLE ALONE!" Almost in the same SENTENCE of saying that, they start QUOTING 666 "BABYLONIANS!" IN THE GUISE OF "GOING BY THE BIBLE ALONE!"

A LADY WHO NEVER WAS AN "ADVENTIST" -

but who was a "CHRIST OUR RIGHTEOUSNESS" - "ROGERITE!" - who went by "JONES and WAGGONER" when they went over to that "INNUMERABLE MULTITUDE" that no man can "NUMBER!" as JONES and WAGGONER did in 1893 - thus denying "MY FIRST VISION!" which is the SAME as the "SHEPHERD'S ROD" did. I wrote the best I could - asking her if she was not aware that JONES and WAGGONER DENIED THE FAITH AFTER 1888 - to go by the POPULAR RELIGION, as all the rest were doing -

SHE REPLIED THAT SHE WAS GOING TO PUT THAT OUT AND IT WOULD START THE GREATEST "REFORMATION!" THERE EVER WAS - AMONG "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS!"

----------

THAT WEEK SHE WENT INTO THE "INSANE ASYLUM!"
AND NEVER DID COME OUT - !!!

----------

I WENT ABOUT 100 MILES TO VISIT DR. JOHN WRIGHT NEAR OLIVER, B.C. AND THEY HAD A VISITOR - SINCE AT THAT TIME THE "SHEPHERD'S ROD" WERE MAKING QUITE A BIT OF NOISE AS TO WHAT ALL THEY WERE GOING TO DO - I asked him if he knew what the "SHEPHERD'S ROD" WERE TEACHING (just to strike up a conversation) and quick as a flash he said: "I NEVER HEARD OF THEM!" INCREDULOUS! I asked in AMAZEMENT - "You never heard of the "SHEPHERD'S ROD?" "NEVER HEARD OF THEM!" I thought, well - maybe he has been so
BUSHED it MIGHT be possible he never heard of them or paid no attention. So I told him somewhat of what they believed. Spent most of the time doing that. He appeared to be interested. Gave polite attention. He left before I did.

AS SOON AS HE WAS GONE - DR. JOHN WRIGHT

told me that he not only KNEW the "SHEPHERD'S ROD" - but went down to WACO, TEXAS to get his "WIFE!" So he "NEVER KNEW!" the "SHEPHERD'S ROD - ???." THAT SAME WEEK he ended up in the DITCH - his face so badly mangled - the CORONER had a CLOSED COFFIN for the FUNERAL. I told this to ELDER DAVID BAUER at the meetings at SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA and he said he PERFORMED THE FUNERAL - !!! And, yes - it was a "CLOSED COFFIN!"

I JUST SHUDDER WHEN I THINK OF IT -

DR. JOHN WRIGHT KNEW HIM, and he knew that DR. WRIGHT knew he went to the WACO CENTER to get his WIFE, and yet could UE like that - yes, it was ,fitting that he be "CUT DOWN!" From now on there will be "MANY MORE!" Find it in Revelation 21:27; 22:15.

FRED ALLABACH

OUR MEETINGS in OSHAWA, ONTARIO, CANADA - 1987. FRED ALLABACH held "AFTER-MEETINGS!" in which he ventured the JEWISH OPINION that this is NO WAY to "WIN SOULS!" To tell them it will be "AS IT WAS IN THE DAYS OF NOAH/LOT - 144,000 OUT OF THE WHOLE WORLD" - would even seem MORE THAN THAT - !!! Where would the Lord find THAT MANY? Let alone LOOKING FOR THAT JONES-WAGGONER (SHEPHERD'S ROD!) "INNUMERABLE MULTITUDES!"

FRED ALLABACH

WANTED: "THE CONGREGATION TO BE HOLY - EVERY ONE OF THEM!" (KORAH, DATHAN, AND ABIRAM!) There were three or four EX-ADVENTIST MINISTERS THERE. He went from there TAKING THEM ALL ACROSS THE USA - HIMSELF MAS- QUERADING AS: "AN ADVENTIST MINISTER!" and PREACHING the "SHEPHERD'S ROD" (1893 JONES-WAGGONER) "INNUMER-
ABLE MULTITUDES!" and FOMENT A HIGH-FEVER PITCH OF ENTHUSIASM so that "WE ARE GODS!" "MARTY WOLD" WENT BACK TO BE A MINISTER FOR THE ADVENTISTS - he died from CANCER a short while ago - two or three others of them now also have CANCER.

EATEN BY WORMS. "WE ARE GODS!"

When HEROD accepted the ADULATION of the people: "It is the Voice of GOD, and NOT of a MAN!" Acts 12:22-3. AA 151. EW 185-6. HEROD was EATEN BY WORMS! Did the ALLABACH DISCIPLES! NOT-REMEMBER-THAT-?? That they would VENTURE FORTH and declare themselves "GODS?" One Sister after the other all across the nation WARNED US OF IT - but we had a HARD TIME to believe it POSSIBLE! So when JOHN SMITH PHONED ANN DeMICHAEL when she was still in OHIO - she asked him POINT-BLANK - "Are you still teaching that YOU-ARE-GODS-???" And JOHN SMITH in a flash said: "YES! WE ARE GODS!"

WERE THEY EATEN BY WORMS - ???

YES! They are being "EATEN BY WORMS!" PERHAPS the Lord is saving FRED ALLABACH for something "SPECIAL!" Like in the 6th PLAGUE and the "VOICE OF GOD!" (ARMAGEDDON) HOUR. FRED ALLABACH had the nerve to come to the DAVID KORESH WACO CENTER and tell the NEWS MEDIA all about the "SHEPHERD'S RODS!" When his "VISIONS OF GRANDEUR!" are EXACTLY THE SAME - !!! Perhaps he also will go out in a FLAMING "FIREBALL!"

THOSE WHO DENY "MY FIRST VISION!"

Are ready candidates for a DRAMATIC EXIT! HOUTEFF - KORESH - ALLABACH and MILLIONS of OTHERS - made the mistake of going by ADVENTIST LEADERS of the URIAH SMITH - L. E. FROOM and ROY ANDERSON STRIPE - !!! "VISIONS OF GRANDEUR - !!!" ALWAYS EXCITING - !!!

ELLEN WHITE WAS SHOWN - TRUE RELIGION

is NOT "EXCITING" "...by EXCITING the EMOTIONS, by GRATIFYING the LOVE for what is NEW and STARTLING. CONVERTS THUS GAINED have LITTLE DESIRE to LISTEN to "BIBLE TRUTH"...Unless a Religious Service has something of a SENSATIONAL
CHARACTER, it has NO ATTRACTION for THEM. A MESSAGE which appeals to unimpassioned REASON - awakens NO RESPONSE!" GC 463. T4:73-4. T8:194. SG 4:153. "THE LIGHT which FLAMES UP for a time soon dies out, leaving the DARKNESS MORE DENSE than before." GC 463.

LIKENED TO A ROCKET - !!!

Which FLAMES UP for a time and leads the SPECTATORS TO "OH!" and "AHH" at the WONDERFUL DISPLAY of the SPARKS of their own KINDLING - but when the ROCKET is SPENT - not even little boys will pick it up lest they catch it from "MAMA!" Lest they soil their clothes from the SPENT CARBON. It is hence "GOOD FOR NOTHING!" So it is with EXCITING DOCTRINE - BLINDING the BEHOLDER and leaving the "DARKNESS MORE DENSE THAN BEFORE!" GC 463. (IT IS BETTER IN 1884 ORIGINAL GC 294-5 and the NEXT PAGE says this will be the particular characteristic of the "MORE EXTENSIVE MOVEMENTS OF THE FUTURE!" GC 296. "HEAP BIG SMOKE - BUT NO FIRE!")

THE ADVENTISTS SHOT THEIR ROCKET IN THE SKY - !!!

VICTOR HOUTEFF - DAVID KORESH - MILLIONS OF ADVENTISTS and SHEPHERD'S RODS MADE THEIR OWN SPECIAL ROCKETS WITH A DIFFERENT POWDER MIX TO GIVE OFF DIFFERENT SPARKLERS AND COMBINATIONS OF COLORS - BUT IT IS ALL FOR NOTHING - CALLING PEOPLE TO COME AND BEHOLD THEIR FABRICATIONS WORLDWIDE - but it is ALL a DECEPTION. "THERE IS AN EMOTIONAL EXCITEMENT - A MINGLING OF THE TRUE WITH THE FALSE, THAT IS WELL ADAPTED TO MISLEAD YET NONE NEED BE DECEIVED. IN THE LIGHT OF GOD'S WORD it is not difficult to determine the NATURE of these MOVEMENTS...GOD'S BLESSING IS NOT BESTOWED..."YE shall KNOW them by their FRUITS!" GC 464. (296.)

ΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦ

IT WAS IN THE BOOK OF ROMANS ALL THE TIME - THAT THE BAKKERS AND THE SWAGGARTS AND THE VENDENS - the UNHOLY MONKS, FRIARS, "CHRISTIAN BROTHERS!" - JEWISH RABBIS AND "10-YEAR-OLD BOYS!" and every kind of HOMO and LESBIAN PERVERT would be the RESULT OF "CHANGING the TRUTH of God into a LIE!" ROMANS 1:15. "GOD GAVE THEM UP TO UNCLEANLINESS through the LUSTS of their own
HEARTS, to dishonor their own BODIES between THEMSELVES!" ROMANS 1:14. "...not only DO-THE-SAME, but have PLEASURE in them that do them!" ROMANS 1:32. "But THESE, as natural BRUTE BEASTS, made to be taken and DESTROYED, speak EVIL of the things that they UNDERSTAND NOT, and shall UTTERLY PERISH in their own CORRUPTION!" 2 PETER 2:12. "Having EYES full of ADULTERY, and that CANNOT CEASE from SIN, BEGUILING UNSTABLE SOULS...THE DUMB ASS speaking with MAN'S VOICE!" 2 PETER 2:14, 16.

THEY THINK THEY CAN BELIEVE AND TEACH ANYTHING THEY LIKE AND GET AWAY WITH IT - BUT GOD SAYS THEIR SIN WILL FIND THEM OUT. "FOR THE WRATH OF GOD MUST HAVE COME UPON US, IF THESE CORRUPT INDIVIDUALS HAD REMAINED WITH US. EVERY HONEST ONE that may be DECEIVED by these DISAFFECTED ONES, will have the TRUE LIGHT in regard to them, if every Angel from HEAVEN has to visit them, and enlighten their Minds. We have nothing to fear in this matter. "AS WE NEAR THE JUDGMENT, ALL will manifest their TRUE CHARACTER, and it will be made PLAIN to what COMPANY they belong. The SIEVE is going; let us not say, "STAY THY HAND, O GOD!" We know not the HEART of man. THE CHURCH MUST BE PURGED, AND WILL BE...THE JUDGMENT IS TO SET, AND THE BOOKS BE OPENED, and WE JUDGED according to our DEEDS!" SG 2:201-2.

TO UNDERSTAND THE ABOVE - we must UNDERSTAND the MEANING of "CHURCH!" That it is: "From the BEGINNING, "FAITHFUL SOULS!" have constituted "THE CHURCH!" on EARTH!" AA 11. (And 100 more!)

SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS are so FREE - when they see "CHURCH!" OF COURSE - OF COURSE - OF COURSE that means THEM! It COULD NOT MEAN - ANYONE ELSE - !!! But why did she write ENTIRE BOOKS where the "NAME!" - "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST!" does not APPEAR - !!! Was she SHORT OF INK if she meant "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST!" that she could not have WRITTEN: "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST?" Why did she QUIT even calling them "ADVENT PEOPLE!" or
"ADVENT MOVEMENT!" about HALF-WAY THROUGH "THE GREAT CONTROVERSY - ???. Did she RECOGNIZE there would be only SMALL GROUPS FEW and FAR BETWEEN - ???. That would STAY with "THE TRUTH - ???."

"Behold, they shall surely "GATHER TOGETHER!" but not be ME!" ISA. 54:15. NOT RECOGNIZED by "ADVENTISM!" but the "GATHERING!" of the Lord is PORTRAYED from beginning to END in the "SHAKING!" CHAPTER. You will NEVER UNDERSTAND it in 1,000 YEARS from "EARLY WRITINGS!" There are too many things MISSING and TURNED AROUND. THE ORIGINAL is RH 1:32 but take it from T1:179 with the ADDED "FOOTNOTES!" Especially since the LAODICEAN PHARISEES MESSED IT ALL UP! You must READ IT like you NEVER SAW IT BEFORE! If you allow LAODICEAN - SHEPHERD'S ROD "TRADITION!" to interfere with your THINKING - you are SUNK-!!! You must wipe your SUBCONSCIENCE CLEAN! FULL WELL they make "THE TRUTH!" of God of NONE-EFFECT by their "TRADITION!" T1:179 starts out with: "THE PEOPLE OF GOD!" CLING TO THEM! This is written for "THE PEOPLE OF GOD!" as a SEPARATE ENTITY from "THE LAODICEANS!" who do a WONDERFUL JOB of "GATHER YOURSELVES TOGETHER, (REPEATED TWICE!) YEA, GATHER TOGETHER, O (DENOMINATION) NOT DESIRED, before...the FIERCE ANGER OF THE LORD COME UPON YOU (REPEATED TWICE!)." T1:180. (FOOTNOTES!) LIKE THE JEWS OF OLD - they even have the NERVE and the DIABOLISM to INTERPRET EVEN "THAT!" as a "BLESSING!" to THEM -!!! Is there NO END TO THEIR GALL - ???.

BUT READ THIS OBJECTIVELY and find the BLESSING and the SEALING of a "COMPANY!" that "LESSEN!" LAODICEA is PROUD that their NUMBERS-DO-NOT-LESSEN! Therefore they are NOT THIS "COMPANY!" "JUDGMENT must COMMENCE with the "HOUSE OF GOD!" See the "SHAKING!" and then the "SEALING!" EW 271. (TOP OF PAGE!) FOLLOWED by "LATTER RAIN!" - "REFRESHING!" - "LOUD CRY!" (BOTTOM OF PAGE!) EW 271. T1:182,183.
CEANS! who had relegated "THE PEOPLE OF GOD!" to "DEATH!" (MAGEN 1,2.) Then (as also in MAGEN 1,2) "THE VOICE OF GOD!" This takes us from "THE SHAKING" (SEALING!) T1:179 right through to the CLIMAX of "THE PEOPLE OF GOD!" vs "THE LAODICEANS!" and the NEXT CHAPTER reviews "THE LAODICEAN CHURCH!" and p.187 tells us WHY the "ANGELS OF GOD!" leave the LAODICEANS: "...TO THE CONTROL OF EVIL ANGELS!" ABOUT TIME you studied this FINAL DRAMA with 100 other references that now (for the FIRST TIME!) can finally be UNDERSTOOD. But FIRST GET RID of LAODICEAN - SHEPHERD'S ROD TRADITION - !!!

WE TOLD YOU THIS FOR OVER 60 YEARS – !!! IT'S ABOUT TIME YOU HEARD IT – ONCE!

ONE FINAL WORD:
(TRY TO DENY THIS!)

THIS PUTS AN END TO DAVID KOERSH and GUS HOEHN (ADVENTIST "NEW THEOLOGY!")

☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆

THE "BUILDING!" OF A "CHARACTER!" IS THE "WORK!" OF A "LIFETIME!" LOOK UP ANY "INDEX!"

☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆
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REFERENCE — ??? AND TEACHING OTHERS LAODICEAN

"RUBBISH!" EW 83. RH 1:574; 3:195-6,1279. ST 3:191,246,
277,317,333,368. ARA 264. 1884 GC 59.

FROM THE NEXT PAGE TO THE END — WE HAVE
FOUR PAGES OF DOCUMENTED EVIDENCE THAT SHOULD
MAKE YOUR HAIR STAND ON END — !!!

p.44,45. "THE VACCINATION CRISIS!" These are four-page "TRACTS." There are
EIGHT "TRACTS." That is a total of 32 pages. This is ONE PAGE of those 32.
ANN (HOEHN) tells me you should SEE THE 32 — !!!

THIS PAGE ONE SHOWS THIS IS DOCUMENTED

from MEDICAL SOURCES and if you READ ALL THE EIGHT "TRACTS" will you ARGUE
with the HIGHEST WORLDLY AUTHORITIES who DOCUMENT THAT "VACCINATIONS!"
GIVE PEOPLE THE DISEASE and CAUSE "EPIDEMICS!" Get the FULL SERIES before you
reply. DID YOU SEE IT IN YOUR OWN EXPERIENCE — ??? WE ARE TO BE ASHAMED
IF WE WARN PEOPLE — ??? OR SHOULD WE BE ASHAMED THAT WE HAVE SUCH
"DUMB DOGS!" AS "BROTHERS!" in Church and Family that CARE NOTHING FOR
OTHERS and "COWARDLY!" let the TRAFFIC CONTINUE — ??? T5:138,211,463,536.
(YOU WANKER, I SHAME YOU — !!!)

p.46,47. YOU WILL SAY NOTHING AGAINST "ABORTIONS?"
"WOE TO THE BLOODY CITY!" THEY WILL BE GIVEN "BLOOD
TO DRINK!" since they LIKE IT all that MUCH — !!!

p.48,49. RUSSELL STANDISH who VOWS that he is ONE-WITH-
THEM! And they KICK HIM OUT because he THINKS "REFORM!"
must come from WITHIN — !!! When will they KICK-YOU-OUT-
???” Or will you be SURE — that will NEVER HAPPEN — !!!
WHAT A "YELLOW BELLY!"

p.50,51. What stand do you take in "ISSUES?!!!" Will you
cast your VOTE with them to CRUCIFY US — ??? We have it
"COMING!" because we CALL ON PEOPLE TO:

"GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!"

ANN (HOEHN) was the FIRST ONE TO SAY:
"LET US MAKE A "TEN-VIRGIN PARABLE!"" COL 406.
Routine vaccinations are given to many children. Physicians refer to them as the "baby shots." There are also special vaccinations for people in high-risk settings—such as travelers about to enplane to a hazardous country.

How should we relate to vaccinations for ourselves and our children? Here is some data which may provide help.

Because there are many questions about vaccinations, and because there is a strong movement on foot to require every child in the land to receive a complete series of them,—this brief overview of the vaccination problem has been prepared.

However, the decision whether or not to vaccinate is a personal one. The author is a researcher and not a health practitioner. This is a decision you must make personally. It is hoped that this data will provide you with the basis for additional study on your own. Only in that way can you make an intelligent decision.

Vaccines primarily consist of dead or weakened ("attenuated") germs of the same type of disease, which are injected into the body in the hope that it will stimulate the organism to produce protein antibodies to protect it against disease.

There is growing pressure from special interest groups to require nationwide vaccination of children. In view of that fact, there is an urgent need to exa-playful until the 10th day after her shot, when I walked into her room to find her lying in her crib, flat on her stomach, her head twisted to one side. Her eyes were glassy and affixed.

"She was panting, struggling to breathe. Her small head lay in a pool of blood that hung from her mouth. It was a terrifying sight, yet at that point I didn't realize that my happy, bouncing baby was never to be the same again."

"When we arrived at the emergency room, Stacy's temperature was 107 degrees. The first 4 days of Stacy's hospital stay she battled for life. She was in a coma and had kidney failure. Her lungs filled with fluid and she had ongoing seizures.

"Her diagnosis was 'post-vaccinal encephalitis' and her prognosis was grave. She was paralyzed on her left side, prone to seizures, had visual problems. However, we were told by doctors we were extremely lucky. I didn't feel lucky."

"We were horrified that this vaccine which was given only to ensure that she would have a safer childhood, almost killed her. I didn't know that the possibility of this type of reaction even existed. But now, it is our reality." —Wendy Scholl, testimony given to Hearings Before the Subcommittee on Health and the Environment; 98th Congress, 2nd Session, December 19, 1984; in Vaccine Injury Compensation, p. 110.

Most cases of measles (more rarely called rubeola or English measles) are not serious, when large numbers of the population have been exposed to the germ. The symptoms generally leave within two weeks. However, one case
mine the information available on this matter.

"There is a growing suspicion that immunization against relatively harmless childhood diseases may be responsible for the dramatic increase in autoimmune diseases since mass inoculations were introduced. These are fearful diseases such as cancer, leukemia, rheumatoid arthritis, multiple sclerosis, Lou Gehrig's disease, lues erythematous, and the Guillain-Barre syndrome.

"An autoimmune disease can be explained simply as one in which the body's defense mechanisms cannot distinguish between foreign invaders and ordinary body tissues, with the consequence that the body begins to destroy itself. Have we traded mumps and measles for cancer and leukemia?" — Robert Mendelsohn, How to Raise a Healthy Child, p. 217.

Let us begin with the "mandatory" vaccinations. These are the ones which, in most states, your child is required to take in order to be admitted to public school:

— CHAPTER ONE —
"MANDATORY" VACCINATIONS

MEASLES

"My name is Wendy Scholl. I reside in the State of Florida with my husband, Gary, and three daughters, Stacy, Holly, and Jackie. Let me stress that all three of our daughters were born healthy, normal babies. I am here to tell of Stacy's reaction to the measles vaccine...where according to the medical profession, anything within 7 to 10 days after the vaccine to do with neurological sequelae or seizures or brain damage fits a measles reaction..."

"At 16 months old, Stacy received her measles shot. She was a happy, healthy, normal baby, typical, curious, in 100,000 leads to subacute sclerosing panencephalitis (SSPE), which produces hardening of the brain and is generally fatal.

By 1955, there were .03 deaths per 100,000. Then, in 1963, a research team headed by J.F. Enders, developed the measles vaccine. Mass inoculations began.

— According to a November 1969 National Health Federation report, a study conducted by the World Health Organization (WHO) disclosed that people who have been vaccinated for measles, have a 14 times greater chance of contracting the disease than those who were not vaccinated. A 1985 study by the U.S. government noted that 80 percent of "non-preventable" cases of measles, occurred in people who had been vaccinated (20th Immunization Conference Proceedings, May 6-9, 1985, p. 21).

"Measles transmission has been clearly documented among vaccinated persons. In some large outbreaks...over 95 percent of the cases have a history of vaccination." — Federal Drug Administration Workshop to Review Warnings, September 18, 1992, p. 27 (reported by Dr. Atkinson of the Centers for Disease Control [CDC]).

"The World Health Organization did a study and found that while, in an unimmunized, measles-susceptible group of children, the normal rate of contraction of disease was 2.4 percent; in the control group that had been immunized, the rate of contraction rose to 33.5 percent." — Pavo Aira, Ph.D., Everywoman's Book, 1979, p. 279.

A survey of pediatricians in New York City reveals that only 5.2 percent of them were actually reporting measles cases to the health department.

A study of medical books reveals that measles vaccine may cause learning disability, retardation, ataxia, aseptic meningitis, seizure disorders, paralysis, and death.
And even when they have written "letters to the editor," too often their letters haven't been published unless a contrary letter was available for publication next to theirs, to make their letters look foolish. All of this maneuvering has left many of our thinking conservatives frustrated. But they love our church more than they love their money. They are alarmed at the way things are going because they care enough to be alarmed; and so, well, they speak up through their own publications, and they put their money where their mouths and hearts are. They are, after all, volunteers, generous, giving volunteers who support the kind of Adventism they believe in.

7. Conclusion

It is my conviction, as I said in the beginning, that Our Firm Foundation ought to close down. We ought not to need it. We ought to have an Adventist Review that feeds our people's legitimated hungers without the accusing spirit and without the false tithe advice sometimes found in Our Firm Foundation. The Review—and our colleges, pastors, and teachers—should feed our people's hunger for solid, sound doctrinal instruction, for solid, sound material dealing with the fulfillment of prophecy, and for solid respect for the inspired authority of Ellen G. White. And our administrators should use the columns of the Review to make earnest confession, acknowledging specific wrongs, and offering specific resolution.

The committee (it seems to me) should persuade leadership to act without discrimination, removing offenses, and counting the possible gain in money against the possible loss in souls.

In brief, in dealing with the supporters of Our Firm Foundation, the Seventh-day Adventist movement needs to dis-

As the Bible proved, Elizabeth's baby leaped for joy when Mary told Elizabeth that she was pregnant with Baby Jesus. Luke 1:41. David says, in Psalm 139:13-16, that God covered him in his mother's womb and he was made in secret. Many texts in the Bible show that conception is a miracle and only God can create. In fact, we were created in the image of God.

Therefore, since the church leadership has long condoned abortion, any thinking, knowledgeable Seventh-day Adventist can easily see that the Seventh-day Adventist leadership are guilty of the wholesale slaughter of thousands of unborn babies. The Washington Seventh-day Adventist Hospital and Sanitarium is one of the main abortion mills, slaughtering hundreds of babies with full knowledge and permission of church leaders—and right under their noses!

That makes our church leaders some of the most responsible murderers in the whole Washington, D.C., area. The Catholic hospital nearby refuses to do abortions and refers them to our hospital which welcomes them with open arms because they are real money makers. This fact alone should disqualify them from receiving one dime of tithe or offerings. Shame!

The Review editorial a few months ago, by William Johnson, vehemently denied that the laboratory training used in our churches utilized any hypnosis. Yet most any of the independent ministries had documental evidence to prove unquestionably that it was true.

Many other instances of documented apostasy have been proven, only to be denied or swept under the rug by Seventh-day Adventist leaders.

Misuse of tithe to the sum in excess of $750,000 in a trademark lawsuit (Merik) was certainly typical and a travesty, with much of the money going to pay a Catholic lawyer. The lowered standards at our schools are a disgrace—such as Walla Walla handing out condoms and contraceptives and counseling on AIDS, along with allowing dancing; Southern College giving a drama depicting witchcraft; hamburgers and Coca Cola at baseball games.
play strong, clear-headed, moral leadership. God give us moral leadership, armed by faith, winged by prayer, and informed by the Spirit of Prophecy, its soul cleansed and its influence enhanced where necessary through public confession and repentance.

PART 3
COMMENTS BY A PHYSICIAN

The following letter was written recently by a Seventh-day Adventist medical doctor:

William Johnson, Editor of Review
Pastor Robert Folkenberg
Pastor Roland Hegstad
Faculty, Andrews University

Dear Sirs:
I am the son of a Seventh-day Adventist missionary, born in the mission field, and am a long-time believer in the Seventh-day Adventist message, but I am protesting your recent insert article and a larger article on the independent ministries in recent Reviews.

You still have not addressed the issues of the "galloping apostasy" that have stimulated the rapid rise of independent ministries, while ignoring and contributing to the headlong rush into Celebration/Pentecostalism, neuro-linguistic programming/hypnotism, and New Age techniques of pastoring that have brought the disunity on yourself and the church. Yet you turn on the independent ministries that are trying to correct the situation.

Your long-time stand condoning abortion has brought a curse down on the heads of this church. Every first-year medical student at Loma Linda learns that a human life begins at conception. By the sixth week, the unborn baby responds to stimuli.

Seventh-day Adventist medical institutions are enormously in debt (at 2 billion dollars), yet giving a huge raise (up to $145,000 salary) is a total disgrace. It is a total disgrace that St. Helena Hospital announced that it is no longer against alcohol, and elected the head of a large winery as head of a fund-raising committee for this Seventh-day Adventist hospital.

These facts show a new high water mark for self-deception in accusing independent ministries of being divisive. Also, your articles are a new low in journalism and a misuse of the press to spread propaganda against independents. It truly rivals the bias used by the media in the recent political campaign.

So it is quite evident that it is "politics as usual," in this church. The man who said "There is no blindness like the blindness of the man who will not see" was certainly prophetic concerning many in leadership in our church at this time. We pray that somehow they will wake up.

There has been subtle yet wide-spread resistance to the distribution of Great Controversy and literature concentrating on the third-angel's message. It's as if the leadership are afraid it will upset our ecumenical efforts. They would rather preach the status quo.

So it is very clear that the independent ministries are the ones who truly want to finish the work and deserve the support of tithes and offerings. Non-support and boycott of apostasy will be the quickest way to get the message through and get a change of heart and change of policy.

Praise the Lord. He still leads. "Controversy for the sake of controversy is a sin, but controversy in the search of truth is a command."

Sincerely,
(Signed)

PILGRIMS' REST
HCR 77, Box 38A
BEERSHEBA SPRINGS, TN 37305
The Firing of Russell Standish

As most of you know, Colin and Russell Standish have, for years, been faithful to our historic beliefs in the face of great opposition. On Monday, August 17, 1992, Dr. Russell Roland Standish, M.D., was fired by church leadership, and his employment terminated on August 31.

Colin and Russell are identical twins. Colin obtained a doctorate in Education, and his brother, Russell, became a medical doctor.

Their warning about the theological apostasy in the Australasian (now South Pacific) Division was one of the very first, detailed presentations to be sounded. Back in 1980, we placed their audiotaped "Bangkok tapes" warning into print (see our Australasian Controversy—Part 1-3 [FF—5-7]) and gave it wide circulation. Yet throughout that entire apostasy—which has since become a way of life in many of our own local American churches,—the General Conference of Seventh-day Adventists (under the leadership of Dr. Otis C. Edwards) was president of the Division at that time. The subsidiary organization, in charge of work in Thailand and neighboring southeast Asia nations, was the Southeast Asia Union Mission, with headquarters in Singapore (251 Upper Serangoon Road, Singapore 1334, Republic of Singapore). It was also involved in this tragedy, which resulted in a great loss of confidence in leadership of the church members throughout this large area. The people knew what Standish was like, for he had helped them so much for years.

The one man in the Far Eastern Division who had uttered the most urgent appeals to our leaders to return to historic Adventism, was told to stop giving those published appeals—or else.

By order of the Far Eastern Division committee, Standish was told that his written reply must contain statements of agreement with the following seven demands:

5. Standish was told that he could henceforth only publish articles in bulletins and journals approved by the reading committee as being supportive of Adventist leadership and its views.

6. Standish was told that he must pen a statement of full approval of the Perth Declaration, and its "spiritual appeal and positive motivation." He must conclude with a clear position of future endorsement and support with its provisions.

7. Standish must, in writing, express his willingness to allow the church to use part or all of his written statement in any way later to be deemed suitable by the administration.

The seven-point statement concluded with these words:

"A confrontational reaction by Dr. Standish to this action may result in vision office).
eral Conference and the entire North American Division has refused to admit that any apostasy exists in Australia and New Zealand! To admit that apostasy existed there, would be to admit that we have it here.

For many years, Russell Standish has been in charge of the Bangkok Seventh-day Adventist Hospital (G.P.O. Box 613, Bangkok 10501, Thailand). He has carried on a difficult work in a difficult area of the world. But in November 1991, the Far Eastern Division began proceedings against Dr. Standish. In May 1992, the action was accelerated after two Asian presidents were summoned to the General Conference headquarters in Maryland—and told to move faster in getting him out. In an action voted by an ad hoc committee on May 7, 1992 at 8:30 a.m. in the main conference room at Far Eastern Division headquarters (located at 800 Thomson Road, Singapore 1129, Republic of Singapore), Standish was given three months to prepare a statement of capitulation to the committee. (A partially revised version of that ultimatum was issued on May 11.)

1. Standish had earlier published two articles in Firm Foundation (entitled "Crisis! What is Our Responsibility?" and "A Few Reflections on Ministry: Is there a Double Standard?"") He was told to explain his meaning in those articles, in such a way as to essentially repudiate what he had there written.

2. Standish was told to declare that those articles had produced negative results and apologize for having written them.

3. Standish was told to write a statement of willingness to abide by Division headquarters orders sent to him in November 1991.

4. Standish was told to sign a written agreement to henceforth submit all future writings to the Division Executive Committee, for examination and approval by a special committee to be set up for that purpose. Leaders of the Southeast Asia Union Mission (the regional office at Singapore in charge of church work in Thailand) would add their suggestions and recommendations to each literary review (so the censorship would not appear to entirely originate at the Di-

an immediate review of his employment.

"Failure to submit a satisfactory statement will result in a review of Dr. Standish's employment."

Nowhere in the Division letter to Standish was there to be found any mention of the new theology crisis which is throttling our denomination in growing areas of the world field. Instead, the phrase "critical material" was used to describe the urgent problems which Standish had pled with men to resolve.

It is easy to avoid the issues underlying a standards, belief, and morality crisis—simply by labeling it all as "critical material." But the God of heaven keeps a record, and men will one day have to answer for what they have done to the Advent faith and message in the lives of those they were assigned to care for and shepherd.

Elsewhere in the Division letter to Standish were to be found the following two paragraphs:

"[We have] appealed to Dr. Standish to divest himself of the mass of critical material he has collected about the Church and break the ap-
book dealing with our controverted doctrinal beliefs. For, truly, that is the heart of the controversy. It is the doctrines, the standards, the Word of God, and the effort of men in power to supplant that authority which should receive our first attention.

This chapter presents a highly selective historical survey of Adventist doctrinal positions and controversies. But certain erroneous concepts have been built into this chapter. Here are several:

1 - The error is presented that "Historic Adventism" is to be equated with the gradually developing theories of our people in our early history. But, in reality, Historic Adventism is the teachings of the Inspired prophets: the Bible and Spirit of Prophecy. Correcting that error places the entire chapter—and, in fact, the entire book—in a different perspective.

2 - The impression is given that the development of church organization by the body of believers, was more important and vital to the church as a whole than the beliefs of the church. In the 1844-1863 section of this chapter prophecy writings.

Before passing on to the next point, we should comment on the mention made in the book about the 1848 meetings. What actually happened was not the formulation of our major beliefs by uninspired men. Instead, Ellen White was taken off in vision at crucial points in those 1848 meetings, at which times she was given the answer for men who were deadlocked, confused, and struggling with variant ideas (see 1SM 206-207 for a correct understanding of how doctrines were given to our people in those meetings). Everyone present accepted her revelations, for it was obvious that God had shut her mind so she could not grasp doctrinal points throughout that time.

In our early history, God gave us inspired light through the Bible and Spirit of Prophecy. In our later history Heaven continued to give us more inspired light through those precious books. We today have before us a great mountain of light and truth, but it is all found in the Bible and Spirit of Prophecy—not in the sermons and writings of erring men. We may enjoy communicating with one another, and that is well. But we obtain light and truth from God, and only dim reflections.
on "Historic Adventism," church organization is about all that is discussed. Yet, by the close of 1863, nearly every significant doctrinal belief had been given to us through prophetic guidance. The only doctrinal point given much attention in this section is the use of swine's flesh. It is true that there is an abundance of statements by editors and leaders, uninspired Review articles, committee meetings, written committee decisions, and excerpts from doctrinal statements, dealing with church organization and its authority; but there is more to historic Adventism than organization and authority. And does not Scripture belong in there somewhere, since we are supposed to be discussing historic Adventism between 1844 and 1863?

3. The idea is suggested that our original teachings did not amount to much. Only two Spirit of Prophecy paragraphs are quoted on the first six pages of this chapter. The first is the statement that there were only a few basic landmark beliefs. That paragraph was quoted by the authors of Issues to support their contention that our original teachings (the teachings of "historic Adventism") only amounted to a few scraps, to which wise leaders later gradually added, down through the years and even to our own time. We are given the idea that uninspired men originated our beliefs, and that, belatedly, Ellen White went along with their thinking. That is the thesis of this chapter.

What about the concept that, originally, we only had a small number of beliefs, called "landmarks"? In reality, those "landmarks" comprise all of our teachings, including the ones later revealed! Carefully read the statement for yourself: Counsels to Writers, 30-31. Our landmarks are like a rose which unfolds. The entire rose with all its petals was there from nearly the beginning, but gradually more and more of the petals were seen, as they were opened before our eyes in the Bible-Spirit of Prophecy from men's writings, sermons, tapes, and doctrinal statements. The closer we draw to His Word, the better is our understanding of truth. Yet, in this life, neither you nor I will ever have the accuracy which the inspired prophets present to us. We can entrust our souls to God and His Word, but never to erring men.

4. The thinking is suggested that the Spirit of Prophecy is inadequate and flawed. The second E.G. White statement quoted in this chapter is the one in which she advocated eating pork. Heaven had not yet explained that principle—or any other healthful dietary point—to her yet. This quotation was apparently included to show that her writings are flawed, and that we need man's reasonings to give us the truths we need today.

5. The theory is put forward that more light has continued to flow from the minds and pens of uninspired men after the death of Ellen White in 1915. According to this error, a gradual accumulation of ideas, gleaned from church meetings, letters, magazine articles, theologians, and the like—eventually concreted into what we believe and practice today. And that development of truth is going on at the present time. But it is not university training, dialogues with Catholics, LAB courses, the counsel of lawyers, meditation instruction, committee meetings, and celebration worship which bring us truth. The truth only comes from the Bible and Spirit of Prophecy. Nearly all of the light which has ever shone upon our world has come through the prophets of God. (In religious matters, a relatively small, additional amount of light comes through the study of nature, the providential leadings of Heaven in our lives, and lessons learned from the experiences of life.)

But, if that be true, we surely ought to spend more time studying the Bible and Spirit of Prophecy!